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Public Service Company of New Hampshire 
Docket No. DE 11-250 

Witness: 
Request from: 

Question: 

No Witness 
TransCanada 

Data Request TC-05 
Dated: 09/27/2012 
Q-TC-004 
Page 1 of 1 

Did any PSNH employee or representative ever discuss with or put in writing to any state official, 
including any state representative ur state senator or any employee of DES, the fact that the Sargent and 
Lundy estimate contained, as the Jacobs report notes, the following caveat: "No specific mercury 
guarantee was included in S&L pricing since it was not available at this time from suppliers." If so, please 
provide copies of any such written documentation. 

Response: 
PSNH objects to this question. The requested information is not relevarlt to the prudence of PSNH's 
compliance with the mandate contained in the Mercury Reduction law, nor is it reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence in this proceeding. 



Public Service Company of New Hampshire 
Docket No. DE 11-250 

Witness: 
Request from: 

Question: 

No Witness 
TransCanada 

Data Request TC-05 
Dated: 09/27/2012 
Q-TC-006 
Page 1 of 1 

Is it true, as the Jacobs report says, that the Sargent and Lundy estimate was done "in an expedited time 
line and with no vendor guarantees in writing". If so, was this fact ever communicated to any state official 
7 If so, please provide copies of any such documentation. 

Response: 
PSNH objects to this question. The requested information is not relevant to the prudence of PSNH's 
compliance with the mandate contained in the Mercury Reduction law, nor is it reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence in this proceeding. 



Public Service Company of New Hampshire 
Docket No. DE 11-250 

Witness: 
Request from: 

Question: 

No Witness 
TransCanada 

Data Request TC-05 
Dated: 09/27/2012 
Q-TC-005 
Page 1 of 1 

Did any PSNH employee or representative ever discuss with or put in writing to any state official, 
including any state representative or state senator or any employee of DES, the fact that the Sargent and 
Lundy estimate was, as the Jacobs report notes, "conceptual", "generic" or "not site specific". If so, please 
provide copies of any such written documentation. 

Response: 
PSNH objects to this question. The requested information is not relevant to the prudence of PSNH's 
compliance with the mandate contained in the Mercury Reduction law, nor is it reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence in this proceeding. 
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HB 1673-FN ~FISCAL NOTE 
.relative to the ~eduction of mercury erpissions. 

FISCAL IMPACT: 

LBAO 
06-2816 
12/12/05 

The Department 9f Environmental Services and the-Public Utilities Commission stated this bill r 

.will have an indeterminable impact OI). state, county and local expenditures in future years. 

There will be no fiscal impact on state, county and local revenue. 

METHODOLOGY: 

The Department of Environmental Services (DES) and the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) 

state this bill intends to reduce mercury emissions from Merrimack Station, a coal burning 

electric generation plant in Bow, New Hampshire, currently owned by Public Service Company 

of New Hampshire (PSNH). As required, PSNH would install a wet flue desulphurization 
I 

scrubber system at the plant. The technology would significantly reduce the plant's sulfur 

dioxide emissions and is expected to reduce the plant's mercury emissions by at least 80%. The 

equipment is to be installed no later than July 1, 2013. PSNH estimates tha.t the installation 

will be at a cost not to exceed $250 million in 2013 dollars or $197 million in 2005 dollars. Any 

rate impact, therefore, would most likely be felt after the period of time identified in this fiscal 

note. In assessing the rate impact for the control equipment, the $250 million would be offset to 

some degree by savings resulting from PSNH's reduced need to purchase sulfur dioxide 

allowances, and additional revenues, as PSNH would be able to sell excess sulfur dioxide 

allowances if it achieves greater than 80% mercury reduction. Based on PSNH's estimates, the 

cost charged to the state, counties and localities in the first year of operation of the scrubber 

system would be approximately $1.9 million. Mtel' 10 years of operation, those entities would 

experience a net savings of approximately $500,000 per year. PSNH analyzed 3 different cost 

impact scenarios based on a low ($573/ton), moderate ($1,073/ton), and h.igh ($1,573/ton) 802 

allowance price. DES states that the current price exceeds $1,400/ton. At the current price, 

over the 10-year time period, the project should reslJ]t in net savings to PSNH. 
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HB 1673-FN- AS AMENDED BY THE HOUSE 
22Mar2006 ... 0936h 

HOUSE BILL 

AN ACT 

SPONSORS: 

COMMITTEE: 

2006 SESSION 

.·.:' 

1673-FN 

relative to the reduction of mercQry emissions. 

Rep. Ross, Hills 3; Rep. Slocum, Hills 6; Rep. Kaen, Straf 7; Rep. Phinizy, Sull 
5; Rep. Maxfield, Merr 6; Sen. Green, Dist 6; Sen. Johnson, Dist 2; Sen. 
Burling, Dist 5; Sen. Odell, Dist 8; Sen. Hassan, Dist 23 . 

Science, Techrtol~gy and Energy 
, ___________ .....;._....;..-'-' _;.· _________ _;_~------------

ANALYSIS 

This bill provides for an 80 percent reduction of mercury emissions from coal-burning 
power plants by requiring the installation of scrubber technology no later than July 1, 2013 
and provides economic incentives for earlier installation and greater reductions in emissions . 

.. - - - - - - - - - .... - - ......... - - - - - :.. - - "t ... - - - - - - - .. , - .,. ... - - - - -·- - - - ... - - - - ... - - - - - :.. - - - - - .. - -

Explanation: Matter added tO curnmt law appears in bold italics. 
Matter. removed from current law appears lin brackets and stroolcthrough.! 
Matter which is cither{a) aU new or (b) repealed and reenacted appears in regular type . 

. ~·' 
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Date: 
Time: 
Room: 

April 11, 2006 
3:40P.M. 
LOB RM 102 
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The Senate Committee on Energy and Eco~?mic Developip.eritheld a.· . 
hearing on the following: , "':: · ,. 

1 
· · 

HB 1673-FN relative to the reduction;:~9r niercury eriiissioris. 
' ' ' , I ~ .... ' i :;. .: ... 

' ' .... . 
,· 

Members of Committee present: Senator Odell 
Senator Letourn~ku 
Senator Boyce 
Senator Bragdon 
Senator Burling 

ATTACHHENT C 

The Chair, Senator Bob Odell, opened the hearing on HB 1673-FN and 
indicated that anyone who wishes to speak today to please make sure 
you have signed up, because when we get done the sign up list, that will 
be it. And the second part of it is that, I know people feel strongly about 
this bill, both ways. I hope you'll be collegial with everyone. And third, if 
you could limit your comments to new information, not previously stated 
by predecessors, speakers, I would appreciate it very much. With that I'll 
call on the sponsor of the bill, Representative Larry Ross to introduce the 
bill. 

Representative Larry Ross, Hillsborough,· District 3: Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman and members of the Committee. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon Representative Ross. 

Representative Ross: I'm glad to be here today and if you don't mind I 
would like to give you just a little background on how we got here today 
with HB 1673-FN. And, first of all I would like to thank the members of 
the Senate, that about one year ago sent SB 128 to the House was 
insurance. That bill came over ·and as )'OU know was retained by the 
Science, Technology and Energy Committee for further study and I can 
assure you that it received plenty of study and plenty of emphasis in the 
Committee. A lot of work was going into it and primarily the outcome of 
the Committee deliberations of SB 128 v/ere that with everything that 
was going on in the energy environment fft that time, it makes sense to 
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split it because there are two r>arts to it, carbon dioxide and the mercury 
bilL And about'that time REGIE came in. So it makes sense that we 
ought to try. to make sure thtit what· was in the bill in the' form of wi-1'a.t 
was coming down the pike, was the regency of gas ·use. And this other 
Committee put that out and based on the assumption that we would be 
addressing this greatly in the Juture, and we are doing that as we speak 
today. · ·· < · · · 

, ____ .• j.. 
""</l 

And that left the triercury· side··of the bill. -And the Committee recognized 
that the Sehate··put a.' lot of vtork into that bill, but alsO' recognized that 
there was a very limiting' time·· constr.hlnt. As a matter ·of fact, many of 
you perhaps paf'ticipated ;in tHis so-called "midnight al'rl:endment,"· when 
we .tried to flx i( and get it ox~r to the House as quickly as possible, and 
we -appreciate the f~ct th~tw~ had all of that to work with to begin with. 
But the Committee Was faced \vith a choice if we were to work on the bill 
arid amend it, then where '•'does it go? There would be probably 
significant revisions to the bill; as it turns out they are pretty significant 
revisions. It was pretty well assumed that the bill would go back to the 
Senate for concurrence, -and'.''quite possibly end up in a Committee of 
Conference: And there was ~~·problem for some of the members of the 
Committee _that. there _would 'hot be a·· full and public hearing ·in the 
Seriate on the amendment. 'And so·for that_ reason a course of action 
that derived was to recommend ITL on SB 128 and use that as the 
geriesis for a new bill, 1673. ;, And that is essentially how we got here 
today with HB 1673. · · '.t · · · 

Over the summer last year, aJot of developments took place. First of all, 
many of the stakeholders who wer•e part of SB 128 were asked to 
participate in stakeholders' meeti,ngs to suggest revisions to the old SB 
128, and that happened. We had a very good group of folks, including 
the ·Governor's office, the Governor's Office of Energy and Planning, 
Public Service of New Hampshire, Department of Environmental Services, 
environmental organizations and the office of Consumer Advocate I 
believe was involved. ·-·.And they worked over a long period of time and 
finally just in time for their submission of LSR's last fall, came forward 
with a draft bill because we had killed 128, a draft bill 1673, which is the 
basis for what we're considering here today. 

I'd like to comment on the support schedule. You'll notice along with 
some sponsors and co-sponsors that are .. . that were interested in this 
bill and· signed on to co-sponsor it during this process. But more 
importantly is the coalition of support that has evolved. It's been both 
parties,. Democratic and ReJ:mblican, Senate and the House, House 
leadership from the Speaker down to the Minority Leader, who again, the 
Governor's office, very, very strong support on both sides of the General 
Court and both sides of the political process. 
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But what we came out with was I think I've best described as a very 
reasonable bill, with the primary objective of removing mercury from ..the 
erivironmen~. And we heard lots of testimony about the ~ffects ~f men;:Uty 
and the hot spots in some areas of the state.. · 

A bill which provides for a reas~nable"'·':reduction in· mercurY,, . at .a 
reasonable cost, and I will say it's reasonable and affordable. Iri a 
reasonable period of time, by a reasonable group of people, and that bill 
calls for reduction of mercury of a~. least ei,~hty percent l:>Y the year 20 13·, 
and that's only seven years from now and .that cost of oyer two hundred 
million dollars, depending on whether we talk about our current year or 
2013 ... ·•.. . . . ~~~· . . 

Senator Robert K. Boyce, D. 4: 
moment. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Yeah. 

Mr. Chairman, could we suspend a 

Senator Robert K. Boyce. D. 4: Could we either have the door closed or 
' have somebody go clear the hallway? I can bare~y hear him. 

Representative Ross: At a cost of over two hundred million dollars in 
current ... I lost my train of thought. 

Senator Robert K. Boyce, D. 4: Sorry. 

Representative Ross: That's okay. By the installation of two methods 
of technology, one in the short term and the near term of mercury 
reduction in a near timeframe. We have the technology that's referred to 
as the "Sobin" technology and as many of you know, he owns a facility. 
Public Service of New Hampshire at this time are workirig with the DOE, 
Department of Energy ,in a pilot program to ... and they have received a 
grant to do that of around two and a half ·million dollars, and that's why 
Public Service of New Hampshire ... and they're developing a five million 
dollar project to develop mercury reduction and capabilities with this 
activated carbon injective technology over the next two years, so that we 
should be able to see significant reductions in mercury within a two year 
timefrarrie. And by significant, we had an experience last summer with 
another experiment where they, a vendor .. that perhaps Representative 
Maxfield might of characterized properly, but I won't repeat terminology, 
and it was not a very good outcome. But with this experiment with the 
Department of Energy and really proffi$Sionals, and they do pilot 
programs and these kinds of programs throughout the country on many 
different kinds of power plants. 
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The Repre~entative from the. DOE testified to. the Committee. that it's 
possible to achieve fifty to· se\"ericy percent' reductions in mercury using 
the Sobin technOlogy. ;\\ · · - · .· · · ; 

. / .. 

. The other 'form of technology 1¥1.volves.'thei'installation of scrubbers in the 
stacks of the two plAnts in ·Merrimack, Unit I and Unit IL .· It has been 
shown ·.··tb.~t ~I:lis' s¢rub ber technblogy 1 . in :some . case's ·has . achieved 
mercury:reductions of riinet:}·<:'percept.· The bill calls for at least. eighty 
percerit anci that's tied to ,th~ econbri;lics of the bill, the availability of 
~eridors, . gu,arlfr~tees' that. m}ght . be require<f. in order ,to finance this 
project. · And s6;' wfth tf1e b:Jmbinations of.· the two technologies, one 
shOrtt term '·a.n(i·:·· the scrubbers· longer· term, · I've used just some 
hypothetical 'nuin:ber. If thef'mercti:ry inputs to . the plarit say were ·a 
hundred pounds. per year, as derived from testing the coal, and if the 
mercury in. that coal can be reduced by activated· carbon injection as it 
goes through tHe process· by r.ifty percent, we're down to fifty pounds of 
mercury.: And if in fact, then'·the scrubbers are installed and they can 
reduce eighty percent, we've ·:faken another forty pouriqs' away, arid so 
we're right lhere at ninety pe.rcent, and we fully expect that they'll do 
better in both cases. \ .. . . 

Now, with regard to the timeframe, we have access to some pretty sharp 
folks ·on t)1e Sdynce, Tec~hn&fogy "and Energy Cornmitteel and the one 
who is Represei1tative Itse wHo makes a 'living iri the ell1issioris control 
technology aren'a. : And v}e asked Representative Itse, with his 
background, a'nd Represent~tive Chase · who's · a member of the 
Committee to coordinate orr developing the project schedule for the 
completion of the installation of the scrubbers; and if I could hand those 
out? ·. · ·· ·· 

Please see submission of Representative Larry Ross entitled, 
"Merrimack Station - Unit l and Unit 2, . Scrubber arid Auxiliary 
Systems Schedule," attached hereto and referred to as Attachment 
#1.' . . 

They looked at this extensively and basically what it says, if you have to 
go through the steps that are listed on the side in a. reasonable manner, 
in order to spend two hundred and .fifty million dollars over seven years, 
than this is the chart that's:•ptitical. The red lines are a critical path. 
And that means .that one has 'to be. done before another in a reasonable 
timeframe. And the best we could do is admit to 2013. 

And once you start trying to squeeze that in, then you start jeopardizing 
the availability of equipment, ·rates ort loans that are required, increased 
risk perhaps, or strikes, or cornpetition for the Stuber technology, wafting 
periods, delivery times and . all of those things, so that 2013, as I 
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indicated is a very reasonable timeframe to expect this project to be 
completed. Then there was also a question about the early emissions we 
needed before 2013, and of course that's where the carbon technology 
comes from.· We fully expect that there .will,.be significant reduc.tions 
within the two year window, at the end oft~e two years, that's .when th.~t 
project is scheduled.for completion.. . .,:t., · 

. . . . .~ . .. .~ ·;. 

There was .. some concern about . not loc~~ng Jn s9me specific amount 
during that· two year period, but, like I tr~ed to ~n.dicate, that we )1~ve 
really. an eternal program that's been pr6veri in other places. These 
plants are unique. We don't know exactl;x wl1~t those numbers will be 
and, we thought it was inappropriate· tR tty to. legislate given that 
technology and the state of the art. .·. · · 

With regard to the testimony that indicated that we could do more than 
ninety percent. Fll refer back to SB 128, which had ninety percent i11 it, 
but it also included mitigation, and by mitigation, then if there could be 
reductions off-site, which could be counted against that ninety percent; 
whether it be cleaning out mercury in the traps of laboratory sinks or 
whether it's thermometer programs, or any other way that could be 
applied towards the ninety percent. So in effect, we were talking about 
eighty~two percent on-site is the number I recall. 

The most important thing, or one of the most. important things in 
addition to the alleviation of a public health concern, was the reduction 
of sulfur dioxide which is accomplished by the same scrubbers that we 
would work with, up to ninety percent. And why is that important? It's 
because right now Public Service of New Hampshire is having to buy 
credits, S02 credits, which are an important part of the factors which 
caused acid rain and those kind of things. Is that . . . Public Service of 
New Hampshire is having to buy credit~, right now, to comply with 
federal and state regulations for reduction in sulfur dioxide. It doesn't 
mean it's being reduced now. It just means that the rate payers are 
having to pay to buy compliance so that the ninety percent reduction in 
S02 ... that's a heck ofa cost avoidance. It's estimated to become at least 
twenty or thirty million dollars a year tha.t. the rate payers don't have to 
pay. And that's really a double bonus, \ye get the mercury reductions, 
we get the S02 reductions, we don't have to buy S02 credits and that cost 
avoidance can be used to alleviate the co,sts of the· two hundred million 
dollars that we're talking about. 

So then there was the question of, "What are we doing with mercury 
credits?" Everybody agreed that we didn't want to be in a CAP A Program 
with mercury however if possible, within pur current regulations for the 
DES to credit manager up to ... to be abl~ .to convert mercury credits to 
S02 credits. And some folks object to that because it looks like we're 
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S'o in a nutshell~· I WOl.lld ask 'You to favorably consider the work that's 
g9ing into SB 128, arid ·~s 9uu've. E;l-11 beep. to 1673, and to favorably 
consider; "otighf'to pass11 or{:the bill that you have before you today. 
Becat.ise, as I indicated,· it's :been worked 'out~: With a consensus of 
sta:kehqlder bipartisan, as strong as it's worded and it's a reasonable 
reduction, and it's a conservative reduction at a reasonable cost, and 
affordable cost, in a reasonable period of time.· 

Tharik you, Mr. Chairman. I'll answer questions . 
. , 

Senator ·Bob Odell, D. 8: · Thank you, Representative Ross. Thank you 
for your testimony. Questions for ·Representative Ross? Senator 
Letourneau. ;·. · 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau\ D. 19: Could you ... you talked about 
eighty percent reduction·. Gciuld you put that in terms of how much 
mercury that really involves, or how many pounds of stuffis goi~g in the 
air? 

Representative Ross: I believe the numbers that were floating around 
with SB 128 was in the order of one hundred arid twenty-four pounds of 
mercury a year. And at eighty percent of that would be the net outcome 
of, whether it was one twenty-eight and at eighty-two percent of the 
(inaudibleL so eighty percent plus, in this case ... so eighty percent of 
one twenty-four. · · 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: 
the math; Thank you. 

I think he figured that we'd do 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: · Any other questions? If not, thank you, very 
much for being here and I want, I think, been involved in, as its been 
mostly as an observer for the ·past year or so. I commend you and those 
that you work with for coming together and bringing what I think in the 
l~gislative process is a ... gives us credibility and: stature and that is to 
build consensus, . No one. in .a democracy is always happy when they go 
home, and it's a .business of compromise, and you've been a great leader 
in bringing that Gonsensus ari<f that compromise to us. 



Representative Ross: Mr. Chairman, I think the credit goes to the 
Committee. Thank you. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you. ··;,Thank the Committee .on 9ur 
behalf. I'm going to call on Senator Martha Fuller Clark. 

!. 

Senator Martha Fuller ·Clark, D. 24! 
ofthe bill, but I don't need to· speak.:. 

Se~.~tor ,Odell, I ·sjgned in .support 

!, 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Oh, okay. 
'•· 
''. 

Senator Martha Fuller Clark, D. 24:. · Th~k you. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: All right. And.-I'll call on Repres~ritativ~· Jay 
Phinizy. 

Representative Jay Phinizy: Good afternoon Mr. Chairman, members 
of the Committee. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Welcome to the Committee. 

Representative Jay Phinizv: For the record, I'm Jay Phinizy and I 
represent Acworth, Charlestown and Langdon in Sullivan County. I'm 
co~sponsor of this bill and I signed up in support of the bill, however I 
have reservations and I would like to speak to some of those 
reservatjons .. I've made observatiops on where I think the bill could be 
improved even further. In the spirit of compromise, I think it's important 
that this Committee look at these recommendations and suggestions. 

At the outset, what I'd like to do is I'd like to discuss this almost as if it 
were a contract and an agreement between a company and the state. 
And, in essence, that's what it will be over the next few years. Once we 
get into this contract and agreement the base will be tied. Some people 
would sell, well, we can quite possibly change these terms of agreement 
later on, but I don't think that will allow to be favorable to the company 
or to the people. So therefore, what I'd like you all to do now, over the 
next couple weeks, is look very hard at t~1is bill, and look very hard at 
some of the ramifications that it may have. You'll be hearing from 
someone in testimony a little later on · today regarding a proposed 
amendment or suggest the recommendations for an amendment, and I 
basically, wholeheartedly support some of these recommendations 
because I think they have great value. 

.. 
Right now, if you look at the bill, one of the things that I've found 
problematic with it, and there's some things that I like very much agree 
with this bill, but one of the things that I find problematic with it is the 
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way· they essentially bundle t1~e mercury tabulations. And you '11 see on 
Page 2, the 'Section ·125-0: g_r:nefinitions; arid they talk about affected 
sources, and that's hi. line 10/And then we'taJk about base .. line mercury 
emissions, and 1;haes on Line~·12. And you·'ll see here it says, "Baseline 
emissions ·mearis' the tot'al a11rmal mercury emissions. from all of the 
affect~d sources·, calculated iri"accordance with RSA 125:0:14. 

•' ' 

In essence, the way I read this bill arid the way I'd like to see it changed 
is be to calculated but calibdite in view of the erriissions on a plant-by
plant ·basis. And l think that's critically important. Therefore, 1 think 
what you do is yqu get a far bihter reaping from the situation. You'd find 
out that you'd ,have 'a far:bett6'r analysis of just exactly how one plant·is 
doing' versus the .other, whJqp is Scl;liller versus Bow and Merrimack. 
There is ·a change in here that I do· agree with wholeheartedly arid the 
Chairman of the :Science· and' Technology Committee and I did agree to 
this change and that's on Page 3 and its Line 24. And it talks about the 
reporting by Juhe 30; 2007 arid annually thereafter. And l think this is 
an excellent idea because: ess¢~ntially what this do~s is that it essentially 
keeps tabs of what's going orfwith the progress of this entire installation 
process. HoweVer, I ·woUld T1ke to see tha:t shortened. And I think it 
would make more sense to have that on a semi-annual basis. That way, 
if there seems to be probleq{s, the legislatui·e and the state ciln ·react 
more quickly tlian on an anr{ual basis. . One of the problems I do have 
with tha1 however, is that once· we 'enter into· this agreement, and· once 
the plant essentially or the ~bmpany starts dealing with specific items 
and specific installation pr()cedure's· .·than essentially, 1 don't· think 
there'~ any turnirig back. That leads me to the next point. 

I think that the deadlines are way too far out. And the reason I think · 
that they are way too far cutis that, and I'll refer to the EPA Report, as 
well as other people 'would refer to, quite simply some of the other states 
that are at hand. Right now, if YQ:tl'lool< at this bill and if you look at an 
out of sight of controlled n:ietcury' emissions from 2/05 electric utility 
boilers and it's an EPA Air Pollution Prevention Control Division in court, 
it. states specifically, and it lists various. different kinds of retrofit and 
ter;::hnology to be able to put onto this system, essentially says, that if you 
a~plied what they call "Sekc;jkY~ Catalyti~ Reduction," which I believe 
th1s plant already has, the maJ,q,rplant, an·FGG of PM of mercury control 
system, tbat the.~e i1,1stallati~:Q~-;~ould prepare within three to four years. 
So when we enter into this coJ{ttact and when you start to deal with this 
issue, what I re.ally think is ·more important is. that we need to keep. a 
very short· time line and the·~l we allow that time line to be relaxed, if 
nece::;sary, if we find that there are techriical problems. Consistent with 
that, the ctlrrent bill also spe.aks to ·some very, very specific technology 
requirements, and I do agree :;,Vith the activating carbon injeqtion system, 
however, I thin.k what probaply would make far greater .sense is if this 

·t. 
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bill were to follow the same format as 128 and merely talk about 
requiring the company to come into, what we call reduction compliance, 
and allow them to be very specific and deal with that kind of technology 
without us basically mandating this specific technology. 1 think it's very 
important that we don't micro~ manage. l· would sight the most recent 
Maryland bill. And 11.1 give you a quote there. And I think it's something 
that we ought to follow. It says, "a persori that owns, leases, operates or 
controls an effective facility that are subject to the requirements of this 
st::ttute may determine how best to achi~ve and collect· the emissibns 
requirements under subsection A, ·. B and :.C." •. In· esse1.1ce what· they're 
saying is they rely on the company.Jto make the best business decisi'0ns. 
They do not rely ori this legislature re.gardless of whether it's: an 
individual or committee or a group -of people and a midnight amendment 
suggesting any kind of specific control technology. I think this is a very 
important thing to take into consideration when we review this bill. 

Further on down the line I look at the question of credits. I am very 
concerned about mixing even the mercury credits with the other credits. 
I think that we have to be very careful about that. There will also be 
other people to speak to that issue. 

In closing, what I would like to say is that yes, I will support this bill and 
yes, I will support it and I will agree with ,it in the long run. However I 
think we can go further and I think we can compromise and come out 
with a far better product. We're a teacher right now at writing the final 
report. I would probably give this report or this term paper a C+. I think 
quit frankly, this Committee and the legislature can do a whole lot better. 
I think we can come out with a B+ term paper or 8+ report, and I believe 
that it's up to you all to take this and look at it even further. 

And one of the things that concerns me about extending the time line 
entirely too far out is whether or not we really come into compliance in a 
reasonable amount of time and whether or not we will come into far 
greater costs further down the line. If we turn around and allow too far 
an extension into the future, the costs will be far greater and this gets 
into, what I consider a very, very important factor, which is an increased 
cost to the ratepayer. And I think that's -~omething that you have. to be 
very considerate and concerned about. If we allow this in essence to 
come into production, oh let's say in 201 ~' the cost of installation over 
that period of time could be passed off to the rate payers. So I think we 
have to look at that. 

Now, looking at you at this table, essentially three of us, including 
myself, right now we've probably suffered when it comes to increased 
rates. Probably two of you will have constituents that will suffer if we 
don't get mercury and S02 emissions recl;uction sooner. So I thin.k. we 
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have to lo'ok at tm.tch tighter deadlines. I think you have to say to 
yourself, it's n'luch' better to set a very tight: deadline, get into a 
contractual agreement and a very tight closed manner. And if there are 
techniCal problerris, allow that agreement to extend a little' bit; And I 
think tl)at's'imp'drtaAt stdctly~'for the protection of the individuals of the 
state and your constituents. · 

• . I • ' 
'> ' ~ 

One of the things·:i:n the Matjiand bill that I would· have a little focus on, 
and I'd be glad to leave a copy of the Maryland bill, is it has some good 
aspects, this is s·omething th!!tt.J really actually agree with Representative 
RO"ss~ · . I think" yotr· shoUld 1·Iocus on· essentially putting in. a study 
comrt1iftee that would basically look: at, and I'll read the section in the 
Matyland bill. It says, "the Department of Environment shall' contract 
\vith El.ll academic institution in the state for a study of whether there will 
be adverse impaCts on the st;ate economy or the liability of the state's 
energy supply and the cost of' energy for consumers as a result of the 
state;s entry into· a continuec( partiCipation in the regional greenhouse 
gas initiative." .. Now they ~ay, o( course, among mid-atlantic and 
northeastern states. ' I think this is important that you attach a study to 
this bill so. that we keep the .whole regional greenhouse initiatives,· the 
costs and the ne.cesslty alive.· 'To me that's a very important factor. This 
is not just a mercury bill. This is an air pollution bill. 

With that l thank you. I've ·:tried to condense· a fair a.rnount of what I 
wanted to say al)d I'd be glad \o take any questions. . 

• • • • ·;:,.-· ;• <, 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Representative Phinizy, thank you very 
much. Any questions? Senator Letourneau. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Representative Phinizy, could 
you tell me how much mercury is falling on New Hampshire right now, 
currently? Do you have that .. ·. any idea? 

Representative Phinizy: No, I couldn't tell you that. How much actual 
mercury is falling on New liampshire? I can tell you that it was 
estimated ·out of the Bow/Merrimack plant there were about one 
hundred an:d twenty-five pounds. 

. : . . . :.' 

S~riatcir Robert J. Letourneau;: ·D. 19: But we already heard that. 
.''1 

Representative Phinizy: · I uhderstand that. 
r. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: I'm wondering how much 
m~rcury is coming from the plants in Ohio and lllinois and Michigan? 

:~·! .. 

Representative Phinizy: Well I happen to be ... if I can't .... 
~~ . 

'··r. 

·-------- -----·-----· 
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Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: 
zones? 

They don't have any trouble 

, I, 

Representat~ve Phinizy: . Well I'm. not· Poi~g to spe~k to· that issue: 
What I'm gomg to speak to 1s what's tmpo:r:-tant locally. And I happen to 
th:ink that mercury does hot travel to tli.e degree· thai·· the ·other high 
flying gases travel. I think that'~ very. it-~portant. we )nstall mercury 
scrubbers. I do support that part' of the ;b11l that says, "Let's put that 
technology· on now." What I would'like ydb al(to do is 'look very closely 
to make sure that that technology continues to run throughout the life of 
it, That it's not shut down in a year or· two. I think that's a critically 
' , A , 
Important aspect. . · '. 
: , . ··~L . .. . . 

How much mercury is coming from the mid-west? Frankly thafs 
between you and fence post, and that's not important; it's how much 
mercury we're generating here. That's critically important. Right now, 
the plant, the Bow Plant generates a phenomenal amount of mercury. 
And those two plants now reduce their mercury production, which would 
be the Penacook Plant and the Claremont Plant. They will essentially, in 
the next few years, be down, I think to fifteen to twenty pounds. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Senator Bragdon. 

Senator Peter E. Bragdon, D. 11: 
afternoon. 

Tha:n.k you, Mr. Chairman. Good 

Representative Phinizy: Good afternoon Senator. 

Senator Peter E. Bragdon, D. 11: I think I saw something in the bill ... 
I understand your concern about stretching out the time frame, but I 
thought I saw something earlier about some economic incentive or 
incentives for Public Service to do this a little faster, increase credits or 
such as that. Aren't there incentives in this bill to at least encourage 
them to move along a little faster if they cap.? 

Representative Phinizy: . Well, of course there are incentives to 
encourage it, but right now, I went on line and I basically did a little bit 
of an analysis of the company. Right now the company is losing money. 
Although their annual gross asset, annu~l gross revenue is something 
like seven and a half billion dollars. They ,are at a loss mode. So if you 
take a company this entire package, because it's not just Public Service 
of New Hampshire, it's Northeast Utilities, you take it as an entire 
package, they may make a financial value judgment that says that they 
may want to put that off because they may find that it may save them 
money in the long run. So I don't have a lot of faith in what I call 
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economic .incentives _per say, ;( have a greater faith in a much ... this is 
why I really like SB 128. SenateBil1 128 said,: we'll do "X"· in a certain 
amount of time and you reduce it at least by "Y" amount of pounds of 
mercury. And if you can't?·::well then we'll basically go back to the 
drawing board ''fil'ld see whaes ·achfevable. And' you see to me, that 
.makes· a great ·deal 'more sehse in giving economic incentives; I just 
think it'.,, we dbn't meddle with busii1essandthey don't meddle with us. 
You know, I get'verynen!ou.s about giving credits and incentives. Thank 
you. 

Senalor 'Bob Odell, D. 8: Any other questions? ·If not, thank you very 
much: 'AndJ'll call on Seriator~Maggie Wood Hassan. · 

Senator Margaret Wood Hasscl:h, D. 23: Good afternoon. 

Senator Bob Odell. D. 8: Good afternoon Senator Hassan. 

Senator Margaret Wood Hassan, D. 23: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 
rn'embers of the Committee for hearing my testimony. Mine is also going 
to be -divvied because I think 'there are people in this roorri who can talk 
about the technical 'details of' this bill far better .. than I can. But I do 
want to tell you why I'rh here. ;'I'm in support of the.bill for two reasons. 

. .~ . . 

One, because I think i~ ·represents· excellent and hard work by t±le 
Science and Technology· Cofhmittee of the House and it is a solid 
compromise. And that is one of the things we ·are in the· business of 
doing here, is listening to each other and moving forward as we can, as 
we work together and learn to accommodate each other's concerns. 

The second reason I'm in favor of this bill, and the thing. that I have 
relied upon in getting me to the point where I support this bill in this 
hearing today, is the· representations by PSNH that they will, in fact, 
engage in early mercury reduction technology. They have applied for the 
DOE Grant, they have received the DOE Grant, and I believe they are 
committed to working with alternative technologies to start reducing 
mercury sooner, rather than later. That is extraordinarily important to 
me. One of the things that brings me here is the fact that my Senate 
District, Senate District 23, and I forgot to say for the record, I'm Maggie 
B.assan from Senate Distr~ct ~,3. (Laughter.) So there we are. Which are 
Exeter and nine s\lrr~mnding 't6wns. Is that my district sits in a mercury 
hot spot. To respond a little blt to Senator Letourneau, I don't doubt that 
some mercury comes from other places, but I also know that when you 
l<?ok at the. maps of hot spots .. in this state, it is 'very clear that we are 
downwind from. pow~r plants,.:: And, J hear on a regular basis, as I was 
just discussing 'in the Environment Committee, .from the folks in my 
district who I would call and I. consider myself one of the mercury moms. 

. . ~ 

'. ·~ 
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We don't know entirely what mercury does, we do know it is an 
enormous health concern for our constituents, particularly those who are 
dealing with the boom~ng epid~mic. of a1.:1t.~s,m in this· sta.te. ~d I dcm't 
know whether there w11l be ev1dence to ever suggest that mercury from 
power plants contributes to autisffi'~ we d~h't know the:sciencb yet. ·We 
do know that probably . children with1

v autism: have a · genetically 
disposition to be vulnerable to cpmbinati~ns ·bf ch~micals that mos't. of 
the rest of us tolerate. ·And with thai in rrifpd, ·fth,irlk m~·rcuiy· reduction 
sooner, rather thcim hiter'is a health imperative, just the way ·reducing 
lead became an health imperative for the g~neration too before us. 

' ' ' • •• /'~· .:~ 1. ' -~: • ' • 

PSNH I 'think,. und~rst~ds this.~ . I .think .... they h~ye made p\Jblic 
re'presentations that they are co.mmitted ~~6 e~'ly mercury reductiorr. · I 
am concerned that the aggregate reductl6n that. is being measured in 
this bill may not be monitoring the seacoast power plants quite the way 
they should be, and I look forward to working with PSN&H on that 
further, because I think frankly that that's an area of concern for my 
area of the state. But we made progress by moving forward a step at a 
time as we are able to, but we can come to an agreement about how this 
is a very important issue. And I think that this is a terrific step forward. 

, Thankyou. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for your testimony. 
Questions? Senator Letourneau. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: More of a comment. Thank you 
Senator Hassan for testifying and I agree with you. I hope you didn't 
mistake what my comments were. 

Senator Margaret Wood Hassan. D. 23: No I didn't. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Is that we're doing everything we 
can here in this state to reduce mercury! but we're not doing ... being 
much ... as the rest of us. 

Senator Margaret Wood Hassan, D. 23:,. And thank you for your 
comment. ·I didn't misinterpret that. I ·Will let you know that as the 
Representative to the NCSL Environment. Committee, I am trying to do 
my bit for New England when I advocate in those meetings to Ohio and 
the other mid-west states about cleaning up their mercury. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Oth~r ques'tlons? If not, thank you very 
much. I'll call on Representative Gene Andersen. 
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Representative Gene Anderse1\, Orafton I 11: I am Representative Gene 
Andersen and I represent Letianon·. I speak in favor of the bill._ However, 
I do t~e issue with the time :~{ne. I have one, just a quick copy, a black 
agd whit~ of a Jhtndout that ·you were· handed out earlier by Chairman 
R 

.. .. . . ,. . . '"" -oss. ,, 
,·.; . 

. . . 

Please .-efer to · documentii submitte-d by_ Representative Ross, 
attached hereto· and referre& to· as Attachment' 1. . . 

. ·i-. ··, 

I'm iri construdioh,. :and Tll gh into that a little bit further.· Chairman 
Ross.'said th.at this is a reasonable time line and there are individuals on 
the\ Comm-ittee, 'i'ricludinfMr;':ltse arid Mr. Chase; Representative Chase 
who developed ·this time lin'e_. Representative·) tse apparently sells 
process equipment, RepresentativeChase was a surgeon. 

>. 

I have thirty~6:rie yearsin construction working on large scale projects. I 
am notan engirie:er, ·but'my title is engineerand· I, ..... the engineer for 
the Tobin Bddge in BostOn a:fJH Ralph Cote's work for seven years. I've 
worked on a lot :of projects. I'iri just going to name a few of them because 
I think they relate directly td"the work involved here, and I'm going to 
also mention the time line and' the money because it·also relates: · .. . . .. ··-c 

I ·was a project superintend~:tJ.t for SD Warren Paper· Machine, No. 2 
(inaudible). It was a $1.2 biflion dollar project which would ·be over $2 
billion dollars in today's dqllars. 'The project started in 1989. It 
produced paper· 'in 1990. That is just over One year. Okay? I also was 
project superintendent, Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical ·Center, $228 
million dollar project; ground breaking 1988, patients October 1991. 
Casco Cape Briqge, $130 mil!ion dollar project, three year·con~truction, 
one mile long bridge, second longest base fields span in the world, 
unique project, three years to. traffic. I did work on the MWRA project 
and I also managed qmility control for Cronings for approximately sixty 
percent of the Cronings in the I-93 tunnel section of the central artery. I 
have worked on those, as welf as numerous other projects. 

Now, when I saw this schedule that we have here, it's pretty much unlike 
any other project that I've ever seen. And so I mentioned it to Committee 
at: tliatHme, my experience 'With SD Warren Paper 'Machine because I 
thirikthat was particularly re:levant again. In today's dollars, $2 billion 
dollar project completed in alnSost one year. . . . . 

So here's what I heard. Permit process takes so long and we can't do 
anything until the permit process is completed. What DES advises is the 
permrt process could be completed in shorter period of·time 'such as six 
months. I was 'advised that \'Ve could cut back the time and extensions 
could be given to PSNH if the{1.went over that time. PSNH was concerned 

i ~· . 

.. ! 
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about the PUC as they said that they'd have to justify these delays by ... I 
kind of would think that that would be the whole point of the PUC, that 
they would have to justify those delays. Apd I .have no doubt that if the 
permitting process was held up, that you ~nd the legislature as· welf as 
PUC would fill those extensions. · 

Another thing I heard,· banks won't lend the money un.~il permits .are in 
pla~e so nothing can happelJ until pern;tj.ts are in· p1ape.. PSNH is a 
regulated utility. We're not talk1ng ab~ut somebody going· ·put ' .. and 
getting money off the street here. I~ this blll they have ... the fact is that 
they're going to get their money back on this. Now, on almost .e~e:ry 
pt;oject of any large scale today it's .. done fr9m a design .build standpo~n.t, 
in~luding things even like the central artefy. The r~aso11 for}hat: i13 ·~hat 
cost of money is so incredibly expensive. So, if you look at this schedule 
here, you11 see that we've gone ahead ... we're getting the permit ... and 
I'm ready to start doing scrubber engineering after we get a permit. 
Obviously on ariy project that I'm familiar with, engineering goes ahead 
of almost anything and we're about ready to start the project when we get 
the permits. 

NQ:V, another thing that we heard was that there's a backup due to the 
deinand on these scrubbers. Well actually about a third of the power 
cqmpanies have received these scrubbers. between 2000 and 2005. So 
we're in the process mode right now and the work that is in process now, 
a iot of it will be completed by 2011 or 2013. 

Now you heard Representative Phinizy talk about Maryland earlier. 
Maryland is going to start requiring scrubbers for technology that will do 
the work on all of their equipment~ So we may in fact be in the lull in 
engineering and in getting started up on .this project when we put this 
thing out. We may be up against the wall, against many people right 
now while things are in the process. 

Now, it's such a large project that the area would be overwhelmed. This 
is a very small project, estimated at about.:$270 miUion dollars. I think if 
you were to look at the City of Boston, .. which is much bigger. than 
Concord, obviously, however as an. MWRA project ~hat was an essential 
artery and there. was also the airport exp~.nsion, as well as going ahead 
and throwing in (inaudible) and all of that time and everything, in a very 
compressed period of time. 

I work for a (inaudible) and Community firm yompany. Fifty percent of 
the engineers who worked in Boston five years ago are J?.OW gone. That's 
how these projects should of bulked up. ~o, it is a very small. project. 
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Now· when· I mentioned to RerJresentative Itse that this project With SO 
Watren cost $ E2 billion ·and~ $2 billion in todafs dollars; ·he· said, "I'm 
sure that that was probably th.e onlY projeCt goi:ri:g on· at the tim'e;" :Now 
iri my· experiences in con~truction, tfiat's where I felt 'that he was a little 
unaware of how things work1;:1n construction ... The way things work in 
constrUction is everything ~appens in an industry·all at one time. Okay. 

The· paper mills ~were ver; big\ at tha:t time. As R·matter of fact,· at the 
time ·the $1.2 rhillion dollar ··expansion was·· going on, major expansion 
that IP ati.d GA George ... Spedific with had a (inaudible) took a seventeen 
story boilei' there, • 'Great Narldherri: was expaqding and· even James 
Ruther; 'the owrler afBerlin af·rthat tiine; had about a $170 million dollar 
expansion goirig:.on, whiCh wdtlld probablybe pretty much equiva_lerit to 
this in today's dollars. Now, the people who·dothis kind of work are the 
s.anie kind of people ·who do those would also work on that project.' · · 

t ~-:. 

Another thing I' heard was there would notbe enough cranes to do the 
job.· To whiCh lsaicl, "Call Carr'lrino Crane, you could have··three hundred 
of them up ·here right away." .~Now I think any of you that worked in ... 
that saw the central artery project, saw that there were tons of cranes 
down there; they ~re all gone·;··,'they are ~ll.looking. for a. place· to go. Now 
in fairness to PL1blic $enrice oYNew Hainpshire 1 ask their lobbyist, I said, 
"Cranes?" And the lobbyist sa.id, "I'm not sure where that came from, we 
probably have ~· crane from Schiller that we could pull over.'' Now 
scruqbers don't ·;require a" large crane compared to putting in boilers in 
the first place. So the cranes .J:s definitely not a·problem. · 

So l think that these are the t~'lings you have to think about. Right now 
this work is in the process . .g;ngineering is out there, this is not a unique 
e~gineering system. . There ··are about five engineering firms . that do 
design, about five engineerirrg companies that do building. The paper 
mills, there's essentially only one company in the America, AHOIT, or you 
have to go outside. So this is not a difficult construction project. 

I think the other thing I'd like to just make one comment on. When you 
think about these things, remember that we built more battleships in 
World War II than have beerii, built, since before, or ever since. That's 
how. much construction happ.C,ns in. ~his country. And that's how fast it 
rhoves around .. And with that I'll take any questions that I might. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any questions for the Representative? Seeing 
none, thank you very much fof,.your testimony. I'll call on Representative 
Naida Kaen. Good afternoon .. , . . 

Representative Naida Kaen, Strafford/7: Good afternoon. Thank you 
Mr. Chairman. For the recorcl my name is Naida Kaen. I represent Lee, 
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Durham and Madbury, Strafford District 7. To begin with I want you to 
know that I'm not an engineer. 

Senator Bob Odell. D. 8: Thank you. " 
., •. i ' 
' '"" ~ 

Representative Kaen: . But I've been oq:: the· Science,· 'Technology and 
Energy· Committee listening to engineers. s.ince.,·l995. l think what may 
have been slightly overlooked, and I just want to fill. in a few·.gaps. 
Chairman Ross did an excelle'nt job of representing what has happened 
and the deliberations in the Committee and around the'table in order to 
come up with the current bill. 

What perhaps has been overlooked is the t.6le through 'the years that has 
been played by environmental orga.nizatidns who forc·e the issue, who 
publicize the issue for who we need some thanks and I hope you 
recognize that. On the other hand, I am· in full support of this ·bill, .as 
written. I think now that the parties have come together around the 
table, and come to a consensus that that role is over with, that we have 
achieved a consensus at this point and we should expedite. The sooner 
we do this for the people of the State of New Hampshire, the sooner we 
will begin those mercury and S02 reductions. And I simply, I will leave it 
at that, and if you have any questions, I'm not here to field any technical 
questions. My role has always been to put the whole thing in 
perspective. 

I :.:just . . . one further note from a finan~e perspective. I do. have a 
background in finance and accounting so I would urge you not to even 
consider extending a new time line. And my logic is this. It would 
increase the risk. This is a regulated utility; it may increase financing 
costs to the extent that the utility can claim that their risk is greater 
because we put additional pressure on them that their costs will go up. 
And who do the costs flow through to? The rate payers. We have to take 
that into consideration, that what we haye here is a compromise that 
takes all the factors into consideration. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you. Any questions? If not, thank 
you very much for being here. 1'1~ call on Representa~ive ... 
Representative Theberge from Berlin signed in, in favor of the bill but did 
not wish to speak. I think I've got ~dl the Senators and all the 
Representatives. I'll call on Alice Chambedin from the Governor's office. 

As you come up Ms. Chamberlin,. I will note that Representative Peter 
Sullivan signed in, in support but did not wish to speak, and he wants 
the amendment for eighty percent reduction by 2009" 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Welcome. 
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Alice Chamberlin. Governor's_ Office: Good afternoon, Mr: Chairrnan 
and members of the Committee. My. name is Alice Chamberlin and I 
would like to read a letter that is under my signature but on behalf of the 
Governdr .' , · : ... ' · · · 

~lease see 'prepared testim:diiy by Alice ChanJ.berlin 011 behalf of the 
Governorts· offiee, dated April '11, 2006, attached hereto and referred 
to 'as Attachment #2. · · · 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: 
!""'·· .. 

Thank you very much f~~r your testimony; 
... ~;-). 

Alice· Chamberlin. Governor1~ · Office: 
Committee? · •:~:' 

Any . questions from the 

Senator Bob Odell, D. a:= :':·Questions? Seeing none, thank you very 
much. 

\.- r 
. \ 

Alice 'Chamberlin, Governor's ·Office: Thank you, I'll leave copies for the 
record. · 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: · I'll call on Jared Teutsch from the New 
Hampshire Lakes Association. Good afternoon. 

Mr.' .. Tared A. Teutsch, Ehvirb"nmental Policy Director, New Hamnshire 
Lakes Association: Good ·afteihoon. Tharik yoU., .Mr. Chairman and 
members of the Committee. For the record, my name is Jared Teutsch, 
Policy Director for New Hampshire Lakes Association. I have another 
handout here for you as well. It's actually, it says,'"Draft copy of a 2006 
Section 303(d) Surface' Water Quality List" from DES. 

Please see prepared testimony of JaJ,"ed A. Teutsch, Environmental 
Policy Director, New Hampshire Lakes Association, dated April 11, 
2006 and also see submission of the "Draft· 2006 Section 303(d) 
Surface Water Quality List" fro111 NH Department of Environmental 
Services, ·attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #3. 

The comment period enQ.ed,IY:larch '31st. I'm npt sure if it's ... it's no 
longer considered draft, it may actually be closed, and I'll pass that along 
as well. I also have a ... the representative for Trout Unlimited could not 
stay today, so they handed me their testimony, and I'll include that as 
well on behalf of them. · · 

~lea~e see prepared tes~imony of Paul A. Doscher, National 
Leadership Council Repres~ntativ~ for NH for the NH Council. of 

·,. ' ' .· 
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Trout Unlimited, dated April 11, 2006 submitted by Jared A. 
Teutsch for Mr. Paul A. Doscher attached hereto and referred to as 
Attachment #4. . ' . •,'"· 

On behalf of New Hampshire Lakes Association, which ·represent~ over 
fifteen . thousand (15,000) lake· enthusia:~ts, ··we ·support· this _bill': ~s 
w:ritten. Certainly we· were a rnerriber at}he)able" that suppor~ed ·thi~ 
bill. We. were there with PSNH, with DKS·, with Audubon, with F6rest 
Society and many oth~rs· that felt· that tH~ coinprdtnised' appro~ch \Va·s 
the best way to go. And 111 be very brief. 

.'I 

But what I do want to include is, I did hlgfllight it fo'r you in tha:t Section 
and what it basically says is, ·"All surfacl water bodies:. in the Stat~ of 
New Hampshire are considered iinpaired." 1 ~and.'that's ov·er five thousand 
plus. That includes lakes and ponds, streams and rivers, all surface 
water bodies are considered impaired with mercury. 

One other thing that I think this bill does very well is the removal of 
sulfur dioxide. And included in this report, and I don't have the report 
with me, but I can certainly provide the Committee a copy of the report. 
It's about one hundred and fourteen (114) pages long ?-nd includes all 
the public waters that are in there. There are waters that are impaired 
by just PH and obviously sulfur dioxide adds to acid rain deposition, 
which only adds to the problems with our public water, especially those 
that, are teetering on the brink of acidity. So I do urge you to "ought to 
pass" this bill as written, and I'd be happy t.o take any qu,estions. . 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for your comments, 
and the letter and the background information. Any questions? Seeing 
none, thank you very much. I'll call on Joel Harrington, New Hampshire 
Audubon. 

Mr. Joel M. Harrington, Vice President of Policy, Audubon Society of New 
Hampshire: Mr. Chairman, I have copies of my testimony. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Okay. Good aft.ernoon. 

Mr. Harrington: Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and members of the 
Committee. My name is Joel Harrington. For the record, I'm Vice 
President of Policy for New Hampshire Audubon Society. As ·the states 
oldest New Hampshire based non-profi~ wildlife organization whose 
members and supporters include angler~, hunters, birdwatchers, and 
outdoor enthusiasts, we strongly support, House Bill 1673, as written. 
For ninety-two years we have compiled some of the most extensive data 
relative to the health of our state's wildlife, including. data that 
contributed to what we know today about.,levds of mercury in some of 
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New ·Hampshire~s .threatened ··and endangered species." Over the years, 
Audubon has helped·draft thtfstate's Endangered SpeCies Act, the Clean 
PoWer Act of 200'1, a:nd tiow · vle've . helped the legislature' in .. drafting . the 
legislation that stands before ~/bu. . . . . . . . ' . ·. ' . ' 

·- ·!i"\', 

I'd really like to thank :;the:};House Science, Technology .. and Energy 
Committee.' Arid I would alsd''-like to' thank the ·Senate· for last year, for 
really· setting the: ·stage for thHi bilL If it wasn't for the Benate last year, I 
honestly· believe we would noFbe here today. It really wasthe framework 
for why we are' here; · This !1as beeri a bill that's been >two years. in 
crealioh; rt··ha~l/been embed£,edthrough numerous experts, the Public 
Utilities Commission, the Departrrieb.t of Environmental Services: many 
environmental gr~:mps, experts across the region. TJ:lis has been 
ertJ.bedde? for a long,· long. tig'!.e. · Tht;: time is·· now. We just waited too 
long. And to study this bill for another year has no benefit at all to the 
health of this state,· and· to the ch11dreq and parents arid· wildlife that 
really depend on our state to dean up (inaudible) . 

. - . . ~ ' .. :~ . . . 

I'd like to aiso ·thank: Carl Johnson for sponsoring last 'year's legislation 
and 9.lso being willing to be dO'.; sponsor to this year's legislation; I think 
that's a very important observation to be made for his suppoh ori this 
legislatiqn. ·· . It . represents a hard compromise . that Will . result in 
significant reductions in l'nerc~uy at1d sulfur emissions. For years we've 
been debating abou't how bf)st to reduce' harmful pollutants in New 
Hainpshire's environtnent. Tfii:? year' may be our chance with the broad 
support enlisted on ' this le'gi'slatiori. from both '·•political parties arid 
chambers of the General Court. From the state's two largest angling 
organizations, from the state's lakes' associations, wildlife organizations, 
the business organizations, the utility and the state's two cons'ervation 
resource protection agencies. Ideally Mr. Chairman, rio pollution is great 
for New Hamps.b.ire. And if we could feasibly and realistically get to that, 
I'd be one hundred percent behind it; But we have to be realistic about 
our approach and some may say ninety percent, some may say eighty
five percent, but we have to 'be ... ··we want to support a bill that is 
achievable and still be part of .something and not be a part of something 
that just sounds good, but is not feasible. 

In January; when the Governor made his state-of~the-state address and 
annotmced 'tha( he would li~e to see, this, year, the le,gislature pass 
mercury reductions, there was a standing ovation by all members of the 
General Court.·.· It was a cleclr sign,' a clear indication of where we're 
headed in this state on this ~\. · these two major pollutants, mercury and 
sulfur. This bill' has been four' months, this particular ·bill that you have 
before you, is four months in'the making; three days a week, every week. 
I had no summer vacation af1d I don't think any stakeho.lder .that was 
iiwolved in this:'had ·a. summe:r. We worked hard on this. And we sent 
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graphs out to multiple parties, and it's not discount station groups, its 
businesses that are going to be affected heavily by a potential rate 
increase if there's any risk sharing in this. This is a bill that has the 
interest and respect of all members bf the cbmniunity. . . 

I want to talk about the percentages. We have to be remJh.ded in this bill, 
and I'm kind of jumping all o-yer the plac~· and gofng, through if as· rily 
thoughts come to, but we have to be reminded that in· this bill, .t6 deal 
with the percentage we felt that there's an::·unknown as to where this .•. 
what scrubber technology will achieye at M:·errimack Station. :There 'area 
lot of reasons for that. The PSNH Bow . Plant has something called a 
Cyclone Boiler. It is about ... I'm guessttmating maybe. two or thtee in 
the country, maybe even less than that, which poses significant issues 
for this type of technology. And so the pefcentage that a lot of engineers 
from their company and that we talked to throughout the region, we 
think that it will achieve somewhere between eighty and ninety. So the 
low end number was put in here. Howevei\ after 2013, after a consistent 
~ate above eighty percent has been achieved, that rate will be quote, 
1'locked in," as the new compliance rate. It could be eighty~five percent, it 
could be ninety percent, in fact it may be, I don't, you know, think it will 
get to be above ninety percent, but it could be ninety-five percent. I 
n1ean who knows. But that lock in provision, I think it's a real critical 
point in this bill and it covers that higher percentage. This bill is more 
stringent than the federal rule. With all due respect to Representative 
Rhinizy, he's saying EPA, but if you recall the EPA count out of their 
rriercury for the last year got a seventy-five percent reduction by 2018. 
So I don't see how EPA's rule in any way .is a model for what we should 
be doing here in New Hampshire. 

I want to talk ... I'll also go on to the time line. And the time line here, 
someone said, well, let's look to other states. Other states have done, 
have an earlier time line so why don't we~l: Well, I'd like to direct you to 
my last page of testimony. What I've done :is a state-by-state comparison 
of the six mercury laws in the nation. There's only six. And the point 
here is to look at caveat in e.ach of these pieces of legislation. Let's take 
the first two, for example on the last page .. 

Connecticut - they wanted ninety percent, they have a ninety percent 
reduction by July 2008. It however, the caveat to that is that· if we 
cannot meet the reduction, then the DEP can. establish alternative 
emissions limits by twenty ten (20 1 0). It's in their discretion now if the 
utility cannot meet it, then they just put an alterl)ative emissions limit 
on that for compliance; sixteen seventy three (1673) doesn't have that. 

Massachusetts - Everybody talks about ~.J:assachusetts. Massachusetts 
has an eighty-five percent reduction by :·os and a ninety-five percent 
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reduction by 20l2. The cavefrt: ··the law applies to eight coal-fired boiler 
units. I talkeq ;'to the forks ih Massachusetts yesteraay. ·Four of these 
units·'were already meeting me eiglit,Y-five 'percent before the law· was 
eve1'1 ''put into place.': Arid how are they doing it? they are utilizing 
carbon ihjection. Well we tri\~d tha-t last year, last year at Merrimack 
Statio·n and we gotless than a·twenty percent reduction . 
. ' . '• . . . ~ - . : .. ' . . . ' . -:~.-~ . . . . ~- . ' . ·. . . . . 

The fifth coal.:-fired unit, it u~~es early and off.,·site reductions. 'Well we 
dori't have''that''here; And the· sixth·through eighth units,·which is the 
infamous Braytqri Point Planfiflas numerous existing controls already in 
place; a multiprO'nged eff6rt. ·'But the thing is, before that state law was 
passed·,·and I dd'n't want to go to long· on this, there was years and years 
of testing, base-line measurements. There's actually a DOE study. 
Tli.ere's sampling that took! place; · we are starting right from the 
beginning on that under this Haw; 

So i ·j~st wanted to point thaCotit and I don't think you have to, the devil 
is in the details on other states, ar1d we don't have the devil in our 
detail-s. · ::; 

Finally, why is· 'sulfur so im:portant to this bill? Well sulfur binds, 
mercury bipds \vitb sulfur. Ahd that's why it's important. It makes ·it 
actually a little bit more t6:kic when it> binds. Sulfur is a major 
contributor to the regional h'aze, the respiratory illnesses in this state, 
and if you opened your paper last week,' New Hampshire ranked number 
one in the nation for asthma, And ·r hear there may be sorrie caveats 
even .to that report. But we 'definitely rank amongst the highest in the 
nation for asthma rates. Sulfur causes particulate matter which is the 
cause to the respiratory illnesses, .and nearly every week in the summer I 
get through my fax machine the air quality report saying, "Poor quality 
air days in New Hampshire." .And thatis one of the reasons why we have 
poor quality areas. · · 

PSNH has built a plant ancl ·fortunately they don't like to hear the 
statistics, ranks thirty-seventh in the country ... out of eleven hundred 
coal power plants for sulfur emissions. So not by ... by reducing sulfur 
at PSNH's plant, we are not only reducing a major state source, but we 
would be reducinga major national source of sulfur emissions. What we 
finally ... what we need to do is we cannot sit idly and wait for a national 
solution to an ever growing ecological and health problem. We have a 
long anq we have a successful, history of making environmental progress 
through modest incremental gains. HB 1673 is the next logical step to 
our future in the air. Members of the Committee, let's not let the perfect 
become the enemy of the goo&. Thank you very much. 
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Please see prepared testimony of Joel M. Harrington, J.D., Vice 
President of Policy, Audubon Society of New Hampshire, dated April 
11, 2006. Also see "Mercury and Sulf~r Emissions Reduction Bill, 
HB 1673, Frequently Asked Questions, Mercury and Sulfur Emission 
Reductions, List of Supporters and.Cont~cts,.News At~icle- Concord 
Monitor, and .NH Sentinel S()urce.c.()m, The Reene Sentinel, 
"Mercury 201'3,'' and Mercury and sulfur Eniission Redri'Ct.ions~ 
State~ by-State Comparison· - What D.o These . ·Laws Really · Say? 
Attached hereto and referred. to as Atta~~me'nt #5. · + ·. · :. ··: ~. '·· 

I· .' ~ ... '1, 

Senator Bob Odell, D.: 8: . Thank you V~ry inuch for your testiiu;orty. 
Questions? Thank 'you for the efforts ymf;made in this.~ FJ.l' can on: Mr. 
Hariy Vogel from the Loon Preservation Cdiilmittee. ' ' · 

Mr. Harry Vogel, Loon Preservation Committee: Good afternoon Mr. 
Chairman, members of the Committee. · 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon. 

Mr. Vogel: Thank you for the opportunity. For the record my name is 
I},arry Vogel. I'm the Executive Director of the Loon Preservation 
C,ommittee for the Audubon Society of. New Hampshire, but I'm a 
b)ologist by training and I'd like to talk, very briefly about the effects of 
mercury on loons and wildlife in New Hampshire. 

Over the past twelve years the Loon Preserva~ion Committee, ·the 
BioDiversity Research Institute and other ~embers of the Northeast Loon 
Study Working Group have carried out research to assess the threat that 
mercury poses to loons and other wildlife .in New Hampshire. And that 
research has turned up the following findings: of one hundred and 
ninety-seven ( 197) loon eggs tested in Ne\v Hampshire, fifty-two percent 
(52%) of those have mercury concentraqons over .5 parts per million 
(ppm), which is a level high enough to .potentially affect reproductive 
success in birds. And the highest mercury loading of any loon egg, 
collected anywhere in the United States was right here in New 
Hampshire, and that was an egg with 3.9 ppm of mercury in it. And that 
is three times the lethal limit that has been established in other states. 

We've also found that other loons captured in New Hampshire have 
among the highest concentrations of mercury in loons .found any-\vhere in 
the United States. Out of one hundre.r_i and thirty-five adult loons 
sampled in New Hampshire, eighteen percent were found to have blood 
mercury levels about 3 ppm which is the<established risk ~reshold for 
adult loons. And adults with more than :;;. ppm of mercury fledged forty 
percent fewer young than adults with less 'than 3 ppm. 
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Indiyidual loons . captured' c)rri, successive. years ·in other states have 
constant mercury ·levels over')Jme, buf iridividual'loons captured during 
successive ·years . in ·. New Ha!hipshire' shpw . an. av~tage' nine! point six 
pef¢ent yearly 'incn~ase in ':.mercury irt theirblood. So they are 
accumulating mercury faster than they could rid themselves of it .. 

·. . . . . ,.. .} . . . 

Merc~ry is known to be a·:potent neurotoxih that affects.anirrial behavior, 
among other thfngs, 'and results of our studies and other studies in New 
Hampshire and in. Maine has shown the loons of higher mercury levels 
have abnormal behC\viors· that affect: their 'abilit~es to defend a territory 
and to raise young. ; 

Mercury can be· transported over long distances in the atmosphere, but 
the majoritY of mercury deposition. in· southern New Hampshire is 
thought to be from local or regional emission sources. And so all of these 
things together; the' concentrations' of mercury in loon eggs and in 
adults, the accumulation of mercury in individual loons over time, and 
the. effects of these mercury; levels ·on breeding, suggest that current 
levels of mercuiy emissions are higl'l enough. to pose a threat to loons 
an~ other wildlife in New l!!ampshire. And therefore, reduction in 
mercury from those local·soul\<;es would reduce, the amount of mercury 
in New Hampshire's. environ:!iient, sorl1ethingthat would benefit loons 
and ·other wildlife, and also pd;ople. And for those reasons, LPC strongly 
supports any initiative to reduce mercury emissions from point sources 
in New Hampshire. · · .... 

l, ~ • 

Senator Bob Odell. D. 8: Thank you for your testimony. Any 
questions? Senator Letourneau. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: 
migratory birds aren't. they? 

Mr. Vogel: Yes theyare. 

Just one. The loons are 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau. D. 19: · Is there any evidence that they're 
getting a lot of this from other places? 

Mr. Vogel: Yes. In fact there is some evidence. Loons are ... have the 
advantage of having both ft:athers and blood. In these feathers, the 
feathers that we're tf\kin~(fron1 these' birds; when ·we capture them we'll 
cypically take twO feathers.·· One secondary feather from each wing .and 
we'll test those for mercury. Ahd the mercury content of those feathers is 
more of an expression oflon.g;.:term mercury exposure and the mercury 
that was in the oceans. · Becat.tse at the time these feathers were formed, 
they were actually over wintedng on'the oceans. And the mercury that 
~e find in those feathers is much vulgar than the mercury in the blood, 
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which we take as an expression of the mercury that's been gathered 
more recently on the breeding grounds. So by having those two samples 
to compare, we can really say with a fair degree of confidence that most 
of the mercury that is coming frorri these ::roons is actuaJly coming from 
fresh water lakes that they're on in the surniner time: 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. ] 9: .· 
captured and tested? 

"!~:' ' •• ' 1 

Mr. Vogel: We capture and test loons ·from ·all over :New Hampshire. 
Typically . . . · · 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. >t9: 
talking about. 

.... ·.:.· 

· .~ Of the,· typiCal birds· you're 
,, ·. :..~. . .· •' 

Mr. Vogel: Yes. Well, a lot of our loons have been captured from Lake 
Umbagog, which is in the northern part of the state, but a lot of them 
have also been captured from the southeastern corner, which has been 
identified by EPA Atmospheric Deposition Models, as areas where we 
would expect high mercury depositions. And what we've been able to do, 
actually the Loon Preservation Committee and the BioDiversity Research 
Institute, by going out and capturing these loons and sampling the 
blood,"'have been able to ground troop that study and validate the results 
of that'study. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Just talking about the hot spots 
in New Hampshire, and the plants that we're talking about here are down 
wind and generally in the southern part and to the .east part of the state. 
Would you venture to guess that a lot of this mercury is coming airborne 
from the west? 

Mr. Vogel: Yes. I think prevailing winds, you know, definitely show 
that there's an effect. There are two things that I could . . . I do have a 
couple of reports with me. One is our "Meeting with the Challenge," 
which is a thirty year report and on page 13 of that report we actually 
have a map showing the highest concentrations, and you can clearly see 
as well that some of the point sources are showing on that and you can 
see where they'll . . . the effect of that plume goes. The other report that 
I'd like to submit is the "Mercury Connections Report." And in that 
report there are three different forms of :rnercury: . elementary reactive 
gaseous mercury and particulate mercury and the transp9rt distances 
are given from those. And for the last two, the reactive gaseous and the 
particulate mercury transport distances are estimated from zero .to 
thirty-three, three hundred kilometers and from zero to five hundred 
kilometers, respectively. So, that certainly suggests that a lot of this 
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rrterct1ry that we':re finding in these biological }1.ot spots is cbmin:g from 
the ·over sm.i'rces.' ' .~ · · 

Please· see prepared testim·ci·ny of Harry Vogel, Executive Director, 
·Loon:. Preservation·· Committee of the Audubon Society of New 
Hampshi,r~·· ·Also, «:Meeting ·the Chall~pige," atJ.d. HMercury 
Connections," J;"eports · attl;l,ched hereto arid referred to as 
AttachmentS #6t #7, and #8; respectively. · ·· 

SenatorRobertJ. Letourneau, D. 19: Just one last question. Are you 
pursuing federal legislation at all to try and get these. plants cleaned up 
from the west of. us? Becaus'e New. :Hampshire js contributing its part 
arid i.t's spending a lot of moriey arid paying high electric rates because of 
it and we're willing to do· that,· but · we're still going to· see this 
contamination coming over even after we do all this. . . . 

Mr. Vogel: · Yes.· Well, I'm a simple biologist, sir, and so I'm riot 
pursuing any legislation in otf.ler parts. But certainly the work that the 
Loo·n Preservation Committee\flndother folks have done dearly shows a 
lirik between these local· sources and these pollutant's in these. hot. spots. 
So that to me suggests thatifwe clean up these local. sources, these hot 
spots··wm over time dissipatef and in fact we are beginnir1g to .• see, we 
have seen some evidence that loons downwind of some of these point 
sources, once these point sot1rces have been either checked out or the 
mercury's reduced, we've seen a fairly quick reduction in the amount of 
merc1iry in loon blood in some':cases as well,'.which is very encouraging. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau1 D. 19: Thank you. 

Mr. Vo@l: You're welcome. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for being here today. 

Mr. Vogel: You're welcome. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And I11 call on Donna Gamache, Public 
Service of New Hampshire. 

..--·l, 

Donna Gamache, Public Service of New Hampshire: If I may, I have 
Terry Large with,. me. He's wit~1~ P~NH,. ·: 

Senate~ Bob Odell, D. 8: S-q.~e. 

Ms~ Gamache: To potentiallY: answe.r any technical questions. 
. . • • ••J 

. . ' . . . . . "i" . 
Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon. 
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Mr. Terry Large, Public Service of New Hampshire: Thank you. 

Ms. Gamache: Senator, th~nk yqb. .'. I am Donna Gamache 
representing PSNH and Terry Large with P'SNJ:1; as welL .. When you first 
started the hearing you asked that our testimony be kep~.to whS;t' nobody 
else had said, so I'm trying to find somethif1g to.say. So, what I thought I 
would do is make it very brief and hopefully T~rry will ·add a fe.w 
comments, and then just leave it open forj;!uestions. But the one thing 
that nobody else brought to your aitentioi;i.; was that when we started' to 
sit down as a group, and it was a large e#ended group, trying to find a 
solution to removing mercury from. the e~wironment, .we had to do a 
couple of things. And that was lay the ground work for how we were 
going to move forward. The first was that we had to recognize that we're 
all New Hampshire residents and we're solidly invested in the well being 
of the State of New Hampshire, environmentally, as well as New 
Hampshire's health. 

We also knew that what we had heard in the discussion on SB 128, that 
there were certain things that diverse interests in the community did not 
wgnt. They wanted, for one example, no trading of mercury for 
compliance. They wanted no mitigation in order to meet the limits. 
THat, you know, all the reductions would take place at the stack. We 
also knew that they wanted as much reductions as possible and as soon 
a~ possible. We feel that HB 1673 really addresses all of those needs in a 
ve.ty good way. So therefore we do support HB 1673 in its current fonn. 
We feel this language is realistic in terms of our ·ability to meet 
requirements, it's flexible in the way it aims to keep customers' costs 
lower, and it's significant in terms of setting emissions reductions limits 
at what the technology actually achieves o~i a sustained basis. 

But the other point that I wanted to raise was that HB 1673 is really 
Phase II of the Clean Power Act. And, if you go back and take a look at 
the principles in the Clean Power Act, it really was meant to be a multi
pollutant approach. And the reason for that was they recognized that 
there would be, it would be beneficial to customers to try to find 
technology that could get more than one pollutant reduced and it would 
also be very beneficial to customers, in terms of costs. And we are very 
supportive of the final piece of legislation because we feel that it's in 
keeping with principles, yet up to date with;what the needs are of today. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you. 

Mr. Terry Large, Public Service of New Hampshire: .Thank you Mr. 
Chairman, members of the Committee. I'm just sitting here and have 
three bullets that maybe will try to sum~o.rize what we see in trying to 

. '• 
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(inaudible)- 'this bill. This bill :l1s writtel)., produces the maxinium amount 
of mercury reductions for tn~~ most reasbnable cost:· ·This bill brings 
abel~t: reductions. in· mercury ·tis soon as next year/ and for years into the 
fUture·, ·culminating with the· ii1stallation 'Of the .. scrubber te'chriology that 
n·ot only gets mel'cucy; bu't so~· ~ulfui',. dioxide as you'Ve heard. This. bill's 

. going to advarice the scierice"'t)f merel.j.ry removal. we spoke about the 
DdE ·grant. Work that with:\vhich i~ already under way and would be 
implemented thi$ co•~irig arid next y~ar and the years 1nto the future so 
that the science and the techiiblogy and the understanding about how to 
get rr~ercury out of the ·pow~t<ptaht .stacks will be advanced, so that 
mi:lybe :our "frierfds to the: we'~ijt ca,n learn and ~ill follow 'out lead and 
reduce ·emissions of mercury into this state, rio matter how much or how 
IH:tle it is. We reduce {inaudible) written services the best interests. of the 
environment of the State of:New Hampshire and customers of Public 
Service Company of f'Jew Hairlpshire. · We urge you to vote it '"ought to 
•. · . . 11 . ·- ' . ' .". i . pass. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: · 
you. Senator Burli'ng. · 

Thank you very much. Thanks to both of 
t·. 

Sen9-tor Peter !-L Burling, D. 5: ) wanted to,ask two questions. What 
you heard because you we1·~~ both here through the course of the 
preceding, two- people speak ribout their view of the relationship between 
tl1,e State and PS"f'l"H as a result of this bill. Representative Phinizy talked 
about' this is a five year contr"rict; once you do this nothing ever changes. 
Is that your view of what we're doing here'? Is this a kind of last 
telephone call between the State and PSNH before we get to 2013? 

Ms. Gamache: I'll let Terry follow up to m.e if he wants to give 
something more technical. Absolutely not, PSNH has, you don't have to 
take my word for it, we have history. You can see it out there. Wy have 
a history of working with the state continually. We have a very· good 
relationship with DES, we work with them continuously. We work with 
you, the legislature continuously, and we supported fully the amendment 
that the Committee, Science and Technology and Energy Committee 
added to the bill, which required a yearly review by the Electricity 
Restructuring Oversight Committee beginning one year from its 
limitation of the law. We fully support it, We have been, PSNH has been, 
we're just a little over an eighty year old company. We've always been in 
New Hampshire, we expect tc:; continue to be and we have no reason to 
walk away ~.tany time. 

··1. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5; And, if I may, a follow up? 
.. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Yes. 
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Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: Referring to Senator· Hassan, I think 
you could call it a credo, she expressed her belief in the things that your 
company was prepared to .do. B\}t I'd 1~ke to he~r ~rqm ~rou,, for. the 
record of this Committee if there are imp;t:ovements you! can make ip a 
faster time frame, if there are reduc;tions ism qan make.;~ooner. ·If there 
are things you can do, to get mercury o'Ltt(9f our air quickez:, will.yo1.l do 
fue~? ·· · · · · · 

::...... ' .. ·· 

Ms. Gamache: Absolutely. 
•' .( 

·,) 

l . • ~ .;:.; . .:': ·.. ' . ; . 

Mr. Large:· Absolutely, Senator. This bill incents that behavior and 
we've demonstrated with the (in'l;udible) ~·type leg;islat,ion in tl1e past 
associated with .NOx remova) and other teshnologi~~ t~~t we wilLus~ as 
promptly as we possibly can to get scrubbers iri ser\rice. · 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you. Any other questions? If not, 
thank you very much. Oh, sorry. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: So, just a follow up with Senator 
Burling's question. This is a realistic time frame? 

Mr. Large: Yes it is. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: For this bill? 

Mr. Large: For this legislation it is, yes. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: 
you could move it up, you would? 

But if there's a possibility that 

Mr. Large: We will begin with the passage of this legislation and follow 
the steps to engineer, design, permit, finance, and construct this as we 
can. 

Ms. Gamache: If I could just add as a response to your question, and I 
can't quite remember where it is in the bill, but there is a provision in 
this language that within the first year we have to have a certain amount 
of permitting already in the process, and we've committed to doing so, so 
we will get started immediately. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: We had a Representative, just a 
follow up, sorry sir ... Representative come in and say that he's been an 
engineer on many jobs that are much larger construction jobs and that 
they were able to do so in a shorter time span. What takes so many 
years to do this? So the Committee understands. 
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Mr .. Large: .. I would start by"sayirig•'that there's a balance between time 
and money; Thing's can be dotie faster at substantially higher cost. If 
you've had familiaritywith th~ Merril?lack Station facilityt the site, this is 
a· fuO:numental proj~ct in terms· of :that site. There wm·· he multiple 
cranes; There will be lots 61' constrUction activity. They will remove 
essentially all of .the rernafning property that sits aside the existing 
boilers today, alo.ng side all the other pollution control equipment that's 
been added in the last ten years. Two hundreq and fifty million dollars is 
an: ·awful lot of money iri · PSNH 's view. So, if more money were to be 
spent, could it be done more promptly? Possibly, but to be done well so 
that· 'the plant can :be operated and the maximum 'benefit from this 
technology can be derived,. it would be best to take a pruderit and low fall 
out ~pproach, as oppos(;fd to trying to throw more money or throw more 
people and solve the issue. Doing it in an organized well thought out and 
planning fqr the long-term op~ration of this unit is theright·way to go for 
everyone involved we believe. · 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: And just one last question. 
What is the overall cost ofthe.rate payers on this? 

Ms. Gamache: I ... Bob Scott from DES has some charts that he was 
going to pass out. 

,::,, 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Oh, that's going to be further 
testimony later on? That ... I ;can hold off on that. · 

Ms. Gamache: Okay. · 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you. 

Senator Bob Odell, D~: Any other questions? If not, thank you both 
for being here. Appreciate your testimony. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: Mr. Chairman, I have a brief, I'm 
supposed to be in two places at once and it's across the street. I'll be 
right back. ·. 

Senator Bob Odell. D. 8: AWright. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D .. 5: 
left to do at this point. · ··· · 

I assume we have quite a few people 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: We are half way down the first sheet. 
~.. ' 

Senator Peter H. ·Burling, D; 5t· Excellent. 

'.i" 
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: When we get to a point where we have some 
that aren't speaking then ... so we've got ... · 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: 
thing. I'll b~ back. 

I don't. waiit to 'mis·s:' out' qn a single 
, rd~ -' ·· i .{::\. . : ·- . , . 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: 
be gone? (Laughter). · 

How long do you t0ink Senatbr Burling yoi:t '11 
.::. :l .. •,' ·''· :' ... ;;', ; :· .. .' '· .. 

} ~ ' ' · .. 

Senator Peter H·. Burlil;.g. D. 5: . Literallyflve minutes. tll be rightback 
. ~: ·~.: '._;' ·:. . . ' :' ' ' . ' 

Senator,.B.ob Odell, D.8: All right. Tl~en I'm going:to call on ·s~lly 
Davis, LeagUe of Women Voters New Harnp~hire·. Gobci afternoon.' ·· : · · · · 

. . . , ·. ~-C·. r ~ 

Sally Davis, League of Women Voters New Hampshire: Good afternoon. 
As you'll see at the end, I signed Jane Armstrong's signature with my 
initials after it because she couldn't get to rny house to sign. 

My name is Sally Davis. I am a past President of League of Women 
Voters and follow legislation here in Concord fairly frequently. I've been 
a member of the League of Women Voters since 1966 in several states 
and was a part of the original study on air quality back in the '70's, and 
feel pretty (inaudible) with what we have studied and worked on through 
the years. So this is to the New Hampshire :senate Energy and Economic 
Development Committee regarding HB 1673. 

Please see prepared testimony of Jane A~mstrong, President, League 
of Women Voters of New Hampshire, dated April 11, 2006, 
submitted and read to Committee by Sally Davis attached hereto 
and referred to as Attachment #9. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank yot~ Ms. Davis. Any questions? 
Seeing none, thank you very much. And I'll call on Bob Scott, 
Department of Environmental Services. 

Mr. Bob Scott, Air Resources Division, Qepartment of Environmental 
Services: Mr. Chairman. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon Mr. Scott. 
. . ' 

Mr. Scott: Good afternoon. I will attempt to be brief. Obviously the 
main points have already been raised and 'r do· not like to be repetitious. 
First of all, !11 hand out our testimony letter and also, if it helps the 
Committee, a really, a one pager kind of outlining the major points of the 
bill. . 
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Please see prepared :· tes~imony of Mr~ · MicJla,el · p,. Nolin, 
Commissioner,:'.·. the Department"' of Environmental Services, 
su~mitt.;ed by Mr. Bob Scott·and'also a11 (co~eiview of ·HB 1673," 
atta.ched hereto· and referred 'to as Attachment ;~no. 

Well,at.k!ast' for' methat wod\:s better. And finally, since it caine up in 
r.ecerit coriversadbn~ potential''finandaJ impacts to the r~tepayers~ Much 
of what I was going to say af:{ain has' been covered, so 111 trynot to be 
repetitious: I do want to makethe point'that this is not anewthing for 
DES'; we've been working ·cin this for well over two' years: We originally ... 
we ·had·. the Clean :Power .~ct. which require<i the DES to make a 
rec'omniendatio·n. to the legis}::t,ture, ·which we did two year~ ago, and 
we've been working on illis i$sue every since. And why I say that is I 
want to ... it's been said that". this bill certainly is a compromise, we've 
vented this ·issue through many, niariy re~ources. I'm very fortunate to 

. have ·some ·very' good engineets and· scientists at the Depa.ttinent, and 
frankly I have available to me lhrough other venues, other state agenCies 
from other state's, so we w'ould avail ourselves to their knowledge also. 

So having saJd that perhaps ·"I could·-address more ,directly SOtne of the 
concerns raised,. so at least yoh know as we debated this issue and came 
... this ... what you ~ee intheJ)tll, ho~v .we got there, perhaps that would 
help you a lit:tle bit. On the time frame, can it be done sooner? I want to 
point out, and PSNH alluded 1:0 it, but I wantto drive it home a little bit 
more, that plant as it is, Merrimack II, which again the control to be 
required from Merrimack I and JI. But Merrimack li, the largest plant 
was built in 1968. It now has two ESP's on it which are Electrostatic 
Precipitators. for DL control and its NOx controls. In order to add yet 
another layer of control, what we're talking about)f you',ve been to the 
plant, is putting a brand new stack in, reinforcing· the 'boller, redesigning 
certain parts, moving the control equipment; we;'re not talking just about 
taking this box here and adding this box. We're t~Jking very major 
installation changes to the facility, perhaps even depending on the water 
discharge if there's an issue there of maybe even a cooling tower. These 
are all· very significant. So I'm not here to say that you won't see 
something before 2013, what I do want to make sure is that this is not 
an easy thing for the existing,plant. In many ways -it's easier with a new 
plant th,an an existing plant. ·i 

.• f~ 

·~· 

. . <~ ; ,_ 
And having said that, I have a lot of faith in PSNH and frankly I hope to 
see something installed soorier. In .discussing this bill we planned 
incentives to give PSNH a reason to do it as soon as possible. It works 
out financially best for them the sooner they do this. I think that's an 
important point:· , 
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Percentage, we heard some people talk abou.t ... they said the eighty 
percent and again I'll caveat, the eighty percent is not at that particular 
plant. The eighty percent is at, of all their coal units, there is three at 
Schiller also on the seacoast. Those controls they p-qt on_ Merrimack 
need to meet the eighty percent for all of ~hat, where I believe that we11 
see a higher ·rate most likely. Can I guar~ntee you'll see a }1igher r:ate? 
Absolutely not. Again, this is a unique :planf. So with that jri trih1d, 
again we built in incentives to make the :~pmpany want to do the best 
they can to get the highest rate:::; possi"ple .. And again ~s it's been 
mentioned, once the scrubber technology is installed,' and I 'will ·say 
scrubber technology is not something yo1:(dialup and dial down it's ... 
you get your reductions. There ma'.y be s'Ome minor tweaks 'that can be 
made to optimize it. For the most part, OIJ:Ce that's instcdled. and th~t is 
the best technology available today, once tli.at's' installed we will get what 
we get out of it to make it very simple. What we put in the bill is, "Gee, if 
we get ninety-two point seven percent" or whatever it is, we can lock that 
in and so we don't need anything on the table environmentally. But 
we've also provided again, economic incentives to provide the company a 
reason to try to do the best that they can. 

Ifs also been raised, why are we being prescriptive? Why are we in this 
regular ... in this law to P8NH to put in a scrubber? And I have to take 
some personal responsibility for that; I aqvocated for that myself. Why 
would I do that? Everybody, including myself I think agrees that we 
want to see mercury reductions, a high· level of mercury reductions 
sooner than later. We know today that the installation of scrubbers 
which have a wonderful benefit of SOz reductions, also reduce mercury at 
a high percentage. That is today the best technology, especially taking in· 
to account the multi~pollutant benefits that we know of. What we 
wanted to avoid is extra time being given, another: year, two years of a 
selection process, what's the best technology, the owner's having to go to 
PUC to convince them that this is the best. technology, and then perhaps 
having some other company come in and say, "Well, I had this new 
alchemy and I can do something even better." That's all fine and dandy, 
but what we're concerned about is we <;.lon't want to have this as a 
method where we're constantly delaying the installation .. By calling out 
scrubber technology in the bill, we're signa)ing PSNH from the word go to 
start to engineer, design and build scrubber technology.right away. The 
bill has in it, within one year of passage of the bill, they are required to 
have all . their applications in to us, which means there's a lot of 
engineering work they have to do. Thi~'· is starting ... this is in the 
ground writing for the plan, and this is why we did that .. 

Costs to the ratepayer, again this needs. to, be looked at. in the context of 
the existing New Hampshire law which puts a · fairly . stringent 
requirement on the utility for 802, agaLn by having to buy 802 credits. 
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Thi.sis the same law under 12.5:0 that' is being amended should this bill 
pass. What this doe.s is because of· that existing requirement; again it's 
been: mentioned PSNH and again I'll mention it, 2007, when that kicks 
in, they are' required t6 ,btiy, sinc'e they won't have the· scrubbet's 
installed yet, 'roughly over twenty million 'dollars worth of so2 credit:s to 
corhply·.with our state law, n8t the federal law. With that in place; that 
rriakes installation of scnibbe'i\s very economical such that as· you look at 
th~'· ch~rt; ultirfiately' it erids'•!up being a cost savings. to the ratepayer 
because tl}e facility no longer Tias to buy as mariy of these credits to meet 
the 'curh::nt s·tate' law: ' :c . . . . . . 

.. , 
Pieatlle· see "M~ircui'y Compliance·· Cost - Annual Rate Impacts," 
submitted by Mr. Bob Scott, Air. Resources Division, Department of 
Environmental Ser'Vices, attached hereto and referred to as 
.Atta.chment # 11. · 

1-.. · 

And finally Senator Letourneau is not here, so I won't go on to much. 
Yes the state is very involved in legal action regarding mercury from 
other- places and cleaner mercury rule as many of you. know that we're 
suing the federal government, frankly over, so that that is our attempt to 
make sure, nof.only are we doing the right.thirig in the state, but to 
make sure we ate not receivinig mercury, unnecessarily from outside. . 

And as a final note I will fidd this is fjl. problem, again for Senator 
Letm_i.rneau whO is not here,· the "hot spot"· issue. Yes we're getting 
mercury pollution frpm outside sources,· very definitely .. But we're also 
because of the NOx technology that would be required beyond these 
units; it had the impact of oxidizing the mercur:Y that does c'ome out of 
the stack. Because of that, that exacerbates the local problem~ And as I 
said before, I call out that no good deed goes unpunished. PSNH was 
doing the right thing to do that, but now we've had . . . they have . . - . 

unintended consequences. This is a way to flx that consequence also. 
With that I'll gladly take any,questions. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Questions for Bob Scott? You are the top air 
quality person in the State of New Hampshire in the st.ate government. 

Mr. Scott: 
(Laughter). 

I was a director there for Resource. Community Health. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I'Ve heard some ... we've had some comments 
made today that we're falling behind the state, other states and we'te not 
up to quality and I, and yet from the consensus statements people have 
made, in particularly the chart that Mr. Harrington gave, I would think 
that this is, we're the seventh state in the country to do this, that this is 
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pretty progressive. I mean this is stepping up and building a consensus 
that hopefully will. get a strong vote here in the Senate? 

Mr. Scott: I argue that characterization·:· And I, !3-.nd agairt I'll re.~ind 
everybody that we'll look at what', otheri·:Stat«s afe dqing and. it's' so 
progressive, they're requiring, for the n,1ost part,' tHe, installation:· of 
scrubbers. That's what we're requiring. . . . .. 

' . ;, .' 
• I 

Senator Bob Odell, D . .8: Thank y~u ver)(rnu¢h. A:ppn~.ciate· it. 
·,1.. •' 

Mr. Scott: Thank you. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Appre~i~te youf':effo~ts. 

Mr. Scott: In final, I do want to say how pleased I am to be able to talk 
on this bill. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good. Thank you. 

Mr. Scott: Thank you. 

Senlitor Bob Odell, D. 8: I'll call on .Catherine Corkery from New 
Hampshire Sierra Club. 

Ms.· Catherine Corkery, New Hampshire ~ierra Club: 
swit.ch places with Georgia Murray from AMC? 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Okay. 

Sir, if I could 

Ms. Corkery: She's got a lot further ride home than I do. (Laughter). 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: 
after? 

All right. So then do you want to speak 

Ms. Corkery: Or wherever she was, or wr~atever you'd prefer. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: All right. Consider yourself switched. 

Ms. Corkery: Thank you. I appreciate that. 

Ms. Georgia Murray. Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC): Okay, I have 
a handout. For the record, I'm Georgia Murray. I'm the Appalachian 
Mountain Club's Air Qualities Staff Scientist and I appreciate this 
opportunity to speak here at this hearing. 

; I· 
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Please see prep~red testim()ri.y of' Ms. Georgia Murray, AMC Staff 
Scientist, attached hereto arld referred to as Attachment # 12 . 

• ;' . '•. . . "i ~ ,,- _1 "{ ·.: • • - : • - - • • •• 

The· AM.C :recognizes the·. ldng pours and hard work put into the 
development o(this bill,· HB :Y673. ·we appreciate the ultimate goal1 a 
scrubber 'on Merrimack's Station that will reduce both mercury and 
sulfur dioxide emissions .. V.ie really like some of the things that Bob 
Scott just spoke about that· again, reduces mercury and 'so2, · that does 
not allow the sale of mercury ··credits as mercury. credits and that it locks 
i~ that mercury· reduction level obtkined by the scrubber. We ·thitik 
these.are all good piecesto thi;s b.ill. ·. 

However, we're here to ask yo1:.t to consider whether this bill is as good as 
it gets. Or does it short ch'~nge New Hampshire ratepayers and ·the 
environment. And we urge y6u not to let this opportunity pass to make 
this process worth whileto ithmre that for all the worktl).at was put in 
that we got the best package that ~we could possibly get out of this 
pro·cess. 

You know, I expected to hear: that this. bill, as is, does not need to be 
fixed and provide certainty fof' success~ · AMC believes the bar is set 'too 
low though in this bill and b~lieves with incremental improvements, at 
th,e end of the day we ca.'n alf say we di.d our best ifwejust improve it 
slightly. So I'm here t<?day· to ask you .to i:rpprove i:IH 1673 ·while 
retaining workable economic incentives and flexibilitY for compliance. 

I ask if moving the time line by one year' lis I propose, and I have a one 
pager as well on those changes, would make for a catastrophic 
uncertainty and not weigh to success. We know that it would, with 
certainty, save tl1e rcttepayer around twenty-six million dollars a year. 
The earlier this goes in, that's an annual savings of about· twenty-six 
million dollars thro\).gh that avoided S02 allowance cost need. Many 
organizations in .the state do believe that this kind of f<:!trofit can be done 
faster than is currently proposed, and a host of other states, I do think, 
believe that it ca.n be done, faster as well. And furthermore, AMC and its 
members would do what's within our power to expedite the public permit 
proc.ess for Merrima,ck Stati9r1. Certain,ly that is one area that PSNH 
identified ·as something that ¢ould be helped along is that public permit 
access ... And we would help th.e process to expedite· that. 

I aiso ... as for increasing the 'target of eighty percent reduction 'to eighty-
five percent lead to failure? Again, there's been a report out by EPA ~hat 
says that ninety percent mercury reduction is achievable, especially with 
the type ~f control technology configuration that we're talking about at 
Merrimaclc Station. The fact ~pat it has an ESP at ... the fact that it hf!l8 
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an SCR, like Bob Scott said, in fact it does, the SCR, the NOx rule does 
lead to a more oxidized form of mercury; well that actually helps the 
scrubber. The scrubber likes ... can actu~.lly be more efficient if what's 
corning through it is a more oxidizec:l form .. < 

' "·•:"' 

You know, I do have to make o~e clar{fis::ation r~lated to .·H1is· ·eighty 
percent reduction, and Joel Harrington wentioned th~t ther:e's ·'.:.·the 
devil is in the details of these other state blils. I ask· you ·to look how 'this 
eighty percent is calculated. The Wf:lY this., bill i.s structuz:ed it's an. e~ghty 
percent reduction from the coal input nu~~bers goipg i~~o this plant .. ·If 
they did nothing today; they're half way tpere.. They ·cpuld. do, no'~hing 
and because of ESP that's already there.· A:hd r,:thin~ that that's ac.tually 
a good thing to reward PSNH for the hard.work that' they've already dprie 
with the ESP that they have installed and the other controlled 
technologies that they have in place, they should be rewarded for those 
efforts that they've done in the past. If no scrubber went on today, they'd 
be half way to the eight percent because it's based on a coal input 
number. It's not based on ... the early mercury credit reduction 
component is based on reduction at the stack. But when we're talking 
about eighty percent we're talking about looking at coal input numbers 
and than an eighty percent reduction from that. That means what 
they're getting currently with the ESP already counts towards that eighty 
percent. 

The AMC proposal retains the flexibility of early mercury reduction 
bankil;:Ig which the source can than use towards meeting the eighty-five 
percent that we propose. So we're not saying, you know, we agree that 
they need some flexibility, they need to. be able to use banking to 
potentially meet that to provide them some more certainty. The AMC 
proposal looks to offset the cost of the wet scrubber through a simple 
expansion of the current incentives under the existing RSA 125:0 passed 
by this Senate. We agree with others that we need economic incentives 
to make this bill work, to bring Merrimacls: Station into compliance with 
the sulfur reduction goals of the 2001 Neyv Hampshire Clean Power Act. 
However, we're very concerned that the current incentives set a very poor 
precedent. If other states adopted any flavor of what is proposed in HB 
1673 related to the incentives, which is f~xchanging unrelated pollution 
credits, New Hampshire would suffer because we are downwind of many 
sources. So even if a state were to do that within that state's boundaries, 
not even participate in the federal market, if they decided to do this 
trading of different credits we would suiJer from that because we are 
downwind of a lot of upwind pollution sau~ces. 

In addition, the approach amounts to a problematic creative accounting 
for the years when PSNH has met its federal cap allotment through 
existing incentives. Currently thei,r existing incentives on the books, as 
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soon as that scrubber goes in they are going to get some mercury, ex<;:use 
me, some 802 credits for that teductibn which is currently on the books. 
That's great. But they're llmiteq by the federal cap up to· twenty 
thousand. ·'That's as much as they can get in one year. -What they've 
done isbasicany·a.n inappropd.ate way to accumulate this credit currency 
dtrrihg these years they've maxed out and just calling it another name. 
1~hey're· calling it .a mercury credit because they can't call it a S02 credit 
in· 'that yea.r'. · Okay? . Furtliermore, the ·mercury to sulfur ~transfer 
sig'hificantly undermines the· '·current state sulfur·_ cap weakening state 
law. I would agree with one of _the previous speakers. Instead of this 
path,· bf wi::aketiihg and poor'"precedent; we offer a sirriple ·extension of 
c\1freht inc(!ntiv~·s. O~ay? Which rev,r&rd em-site sulfur reduCtions wi~h 
sulfur credits. Okay? The current oti the books incentives work towards 
wheri 'that' scrubber 'goes:' in ahd they get major reductions than they're 
going to get some sulfur credits for that on-site activity. · Because, you 
know, they could choose with the new sulfur cap of seventy-two· hundred 
to just·buy··theii way, if that \~as ·economically -feasible, down to that cap 
le~el; 'or they can choose: to Control \Vhat the previous Clean Power Act 
did which was to try to iricenttvize that on-site reduction, which is a good 
thing. 'Let's expand that, cit's g'ping't6 work. . 

AMC recog-nizes· that PSNH ·:has stepped up to try mercury control 
technology before the compl;iance date by obtaining Department of 
Energy' funding, _and we urge you to maintain· the level · of mercury 
captured achiev.ed through :'_this· technology until the scrubber is 
installed. :< · 

I've also included some handouts within my package. It's basically the 
one pager and two handouts I'd like to go over with you briefly. 

Please -see handouts ·submitted by Ms. Georgia Murray, AMC Staff 
Scientist, "Proposed Changes to liB i6'i3,t' "PSNH Merrimack 
Station," and "Estimated AJ1nual SQ2 Allowances Needed byPSNH," 
attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #13. 

I tried to estimate the cost to ratepayers from the capital costs of this 
scrubber going in, using the capital costs numbers provided in: HB 1673, 
and then ~djusting that capit:al cost, total monthly cost to average 
ratep~yers down after accouri#ng for the annual allowance .savings dbe 
to the scrubber installation. What we're talking about is that twenty""six 
million dolfars a year. As soon as that scrubber goes in, that's the 
savings. So you're adjusting tfo\Vn fr.6m about four dollars a month ccist 
to: ~atei?ayers due t? compli4hce to a dollar forty-four. Then, if you 
include,·the actu~l o~ the bodks bonus allowances, we~re down to sixty
seven: cents a moP,th, on avei·age, to· ratepayers, ·And that's spre1;1d out 
over a ten year window. If you look at the incentive currently in HB 

·:·. ' ,;.:· 

) 
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1673, this mercury to S02 incentive you could get back down a little 
further to forty-two cents. Now we're only going to cost forty-two cents a 
month for the ratepayer for compliance with this program. 

My program looks to replace that valu~ .. ~ It looks to expand those 
incentivesi it also looks to incentivize earlie'f· installation of that scrubber, 
and it's an equivalent level by incentivizing that. So the second piece is 
the graph. This is really a great way to' see how the current ·envelope 
incentives work. In 2006, here we are before the Clean Power Act new 
cap goes in. This is my estimate of . how mu'ch, how 'many ·· S02 
allowances they're going to need. And yo-t.f:can multiply this number by 
about a thousand dollars to get the actual total annuar cost. When the 
2007 cap goes into effect, that number is 'going to jump way up because 
now they're under a tighter cap, 'they need more S02 allowances to 
comply with the new law. 

Well soon after that, in 2008 and further out, the current on the books 
S02 incentives start buffering that cost. So all I'm talking about is taking 
those current incentives and expanding those to the same level of what 
the incentives in HB 1673, the same level value of what's currently in 
this bill. 

This graph also shows ... the different lines are showing different 
compliance dates basically, under my proposal and under HB 1673 as 
curr.ently proposed. And basically I want you to focus on the cost, or 
basically the need, the numbers and the need, and again, just multiply 
that through by one thousand for simplicit:'!;. I checked this morning and 
actually S02 allowance costs were around nine hundred dollars. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: 
let's move it right along. 

Yeah. I think you've over gone your time, so 

Ms. Murray: Okay. So, the earlier we reduce the need for these S02 
allowances, in other words, the earlier .. this is . installed, the huge 
difference to ratepayer is that difference in cost from that avoided SOz 
allowance needs. So the earlier we can get this on, the better for the 
ratepayer, the better for PSNH as well because now they do not have to 
go out and get these SOz allowances. 

So, in closing I would like to say I'm not asking for perfect. I'm not 
asking for. another year's study. I'm asking for incremental 
improvements to get the most out of this process for New Hampshire 
citizens. 

•. -~ 

Thank you for your time. 
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Senator -Bob Odell,' D. 8: .,, Thank you for your testimony. Any 
questions? Seeing none, thank you very much . 

.. ! . \,, '-· ' ··~ .(7· 

~enator Robert K. Boyce, D. ~1:: Mr. Chairman, in the future when 
someone asks to be bumped.,- ahead_ of the rest to facilitate their own 
schedule in getting home, maybe tl:l.ey ought to consider the time of the 
people .fuat ·are behind them. ''fhahkyou. ·- · · · · · 

. ·-: . I .. r . ~ 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: ··Thank you for yo11r comments. I will say that 
the Committee {s: goirig· to vote: on this bill . toriight and that we do not 
have the option of not voting on it tonight. This i~ our deadline day to 
day. ·so we.will be he're for,the':duratiori and we willget through this. So, 
with thatl )'m going to steyf out for a second and Vice Chairman 
Letourndiu is going to, he' didn't kn.ow it,' but he's going to take ·over. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Don.McGinley. 
:·. '\;' 

Mr. DoirJ. McGinley, Legislative Representative. New Hampshire Wildlife 
Federation:·. Tnankyou Mr. Chairman. · · ' · · · 

Sen~.t6~ RopertJ. Letourneau;:J.:>. 19:. You're welcome. 

Mr. McGinl~y: Good afternoo,n. 
"' 

Senator Robert j,Letourrieau~ D. 19: I know you've waited a long time. 
: ; '. . :;/ . 

Mr~:.. McGinley: I ?-POlogize, Senator, for all the misspellings I've made of 
your name, as well. 

Senator Robert.]. Letourneau,. D. '19: You're not alone. 

Mr. McGinley:. Good afternoon. Maybe I guess good evening Mr. 
Chairman and members· of the Committee. For the record, my name is 
Don McGinley. 'I'm a citizen of New Hamp~hire. I reside in the town of 
New Boston. 

I'm here representing the New Hampshire Wildlife Federation (NHWF) as 
a t:J.On-paid member of their Board of Directors. We represent over ten 
thousand sportsmen through a combination of ·individual memberships 
and <;>ver forty-five affiliaieci. ~porting clubs. We care dearly about the 
envirQnment; we. don't jl,lSt · ci;lre about fish and birds, although they're 
very important. . . '~. . _' .. -. . 

. . -.~ 

Please see prepared test,imony of Mr. Donald J. McGinley, 
Legislative Representative?··· New ·Hampshire Wildlife Federation, 
attached hereto and referred .to as Attachment # 14. 

·;··, 
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I want to first emphasize that I have no expertise in power generation 
technology, nor the details of mercury and sulpher dioxide pollution. At 
the same time, I worked for over .thirty years in the very comp~titive 
computer and internet working industry where' overly conservative 
schedules were never tolerated, y~t high quality product was alw~ys 
required and usually delivered. I St(e no.~:reason why 'rsNH' should 'hot 
strive in the same manner to reduce pollution to out citizens of. New 
Hampshire, the ratepayers who will bear tlfe costs resulting from this bi,ll 
• ' ;.f, • • .. ' many case. · · · 

While the New Hampshire Wildlife Feder,a.tion agrees. with most of HB 
1673's content, we seriously question the,'following three items, and 111 
be very quick. 

1. The summer of 2005 carbon injection mercury test results were 
to be published prior to year-end as part of the "retained" SB 
128 commitment by PSNH and by the legislature. New 
Hampshire Wildlife Federation has yet to see any publication of 
results, good, bad or indifferent. I think the truth should be told 
to the ratepayers and public in New Hampshire. As part of your 

' review, we ask that a public explanation be made as to what 
occurred with testing of the subject technology that is no longer 
considered within HB 1673. 

2. The 2013 date for scrubber installation is too conservative. We 
know the Clean Power Coalition has presented strong arguments 
in favor of a 2011 date. We understand, as you've just heard, 
the Appalachian Mountain Club which we hold in high regard 
for their technical capabilities, believes that 2013 is far too 
conservative. The EPA reports show that scrubber installs not 
unlike the Bow Power Station can be accomplished in forty 
months, three and a half years with their permitting process 
requiring less than an extra year. We think it unwise that 2013 
be your accepted date when our environment and population is 
under such an extreme mercury :and sulfur dioxide attack. If 
the states of Pennsylvania anci' Georgia, and Maryland, as 
Representative Phinizy described, have commitments to cut 
mercury by 2010, why is New Hampshire requiring three extra 
years? As such, the New Hampshire Wildlife Federation 
recommends that you seriously .consider improving upon the 
2013 date, at least to mid 2011, tl;lat's five full years, hence. 

·., 

3. The New Hampshire Wildlife Federation disagrees with any use 
of mercury conversion to sulfur dioxide allowances as specified in 
this bill. We suggest you eliminate the "mercury conversation to 
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·sulfur dioxide allowar~<~e incentive." We agree with AMC's 
·assessment that i'inter-pbllutant trading is a'bad precedent for New 
· Hampshirt:i' to set," and '~~e believe New H?J.mpshire's citizens would 
·say exactly the :same thii}g: . . . 

We urge the. Committee to r~port HB 1673-FN; as "Ought to Pass" only 
after addressing these issues .. i. · · 

Thank you very much for·youFatte!ltion and my ability to testify today. 

Seriator Robert J.; ·Letourneat\: D. 19: Questions from the Committe·e? 
Seeing rione, th'ank you. · J-

Mr. ~cGinley: Thank you very much. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. St ·Mr.: Chairman, I do have one question. 
:' . . . ·': . 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau} D. 19: Oh you do? 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. s;. One very brief question. To the extent 
that we have seen a group of·s.-1tizens basiCally vot~· th~mselves for almost 
a: year to the search' for a:· compromise, which might get a. bill that would 
move forward, do' you· think that we. as Set;J.ators J1ave any obligation to 
give power to that compromis(! when it's finally n~ached? 

' ' .'i: 

Mr. ·McGinley: I'm probaply not a very good person to answer that 
question .. All I really want to say today, very clearly is that I believe you 
have the power to improve l . .lpon the date 2013 . as a reasonable date. 
Okay? Include a more reasontible date in that legislation. .. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: And would you believe me if I said that 
if l don't, it is because I have real worry that changing the compromise 
may cause the whole thing'to'crumble and disappear? 

Mr. McGinl,ID:: I believe that if a little bit more time is required, in 
terms of a little bit more time} I mean maybe a month. Legislature is in 
session until the end of May. :;'J.believe that time should be taken by this 
Committee and by the legislat:i)re. · · 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Let me just point out, because I was going to 
mention this a little later ort\F The reason this building has worked for 
two hundred years is becm.ts~twe ha:ve very strict rules of operation and 
there is a. bunch of ... · mariy deadlines that come along. And, the 
deadline for us: is that 'We ·:receive this bill from the House on what's 
called ·"cross~over" day deadline ... 
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Mr. McGinley: Yes. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And we didn't haye very much time.to deal 
with lt. We also respected the work that hitd been done in the House. ·or 
at least I, as the Chairman, I can say that. · 

Mr. McGinley: As do I. 
.r,.~ \ • 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: f\nd so. when,-it comes. to us, for. us to·op~n 
this up because there are people that either overtly or covertlywouid like 
to see this thing go away in it's entirety. T,n.at if that's the risk that .some 
would like us to take, that's a risk r';m not ·willin'g to take:' And that's· \v.hy 
the idea of having this. around for a,nothe~,,,;month, numge,r ·on<? if:s got" a 
fiscal note ori it, this will go to the Finance Committee after it passes· the 
floor of the House, if it does that. I mean, Senate, if it does that. So 
there are other steps in the process and we will be here for another 
month, but this is one of the issues that we have to face because of 
deadlines. We play to those deadlines. We do the best we can, but I 
must caution that there are people who would prefer to see this go away 
entirely. 

Mr. M~Ginley: I understand that. And I'm certainly not one of those 
people and the New Hampshire Wildlife Federation is not an organization 
that wants that to happen. However, I do ... New Hampshire Wildlife 
Federation would like to see some level of improvement or incentive to 
improve, over and above what' s in the context of the bill today. That 
change would be a very simple amendment to the bill. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: You mentioned the word "incentive." 
And you heard me because you were in the wrong choir of PSNH whether 
they were willing to fulfill the promises that they've made to other 
Senators. Are you telling me you discredit what they've said they will do? 

Mr. McGinley: Absolutely not, but what I heard very clearly today is 
that one has been put on the table and one is included. in 1673 is 
reasonable, and is reasonable, and is reasonable. I take that and I saw a 
thread through the bill of being rather. conservative. I hate to be 
conservative when it comes to pollution thq.t these toxins are causing for 
our citizens. 

I think maybe if we were sitting here a year ago with this same bill, and a 
date of 2012 versus 2013 was put on the table, .most of the organizations 
that fail to support this bill would be high against 2012. I would invite 
the Committee to put a date of 2012 in ~imply one year in advance of 
what that very reasonable and conservative.· goal is stated in the bill. 
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: · 'Okay. Any more questions? Seeing none, 
thank you very much. .•.j. ' ' 

.,. ... 

Mr. McGinley: Thank you very much. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: . I'll call on Mr. Stephen Perry, New 
Hampshire Fish· ·and .Game Department. 

Mr. Stephen Perry, ·New· fhunpshire Fish and Game Department: 
1'hank you Mr. Chairman, merh.bers Of the Committee. 

! .- ' • ' ·: .• --~ • ·~ '. . J 1~· . ' 

Senator Bob Odeli:D~ 8: · · Gdod evening. 

Mr. Perry: I'll be very.brief. For the record my name is Stephen Perry. 
I serve as Chief of Inland Fisheries Division from New Hampshire Fish 
and Game Depaitrnent. The New Hampshire Fish arid Game Department 
supports HB 1673 because rnercuty in the environment poses human 
health risks and it bio-acctimulates in fish and wildlife resulting in sub-
lethal and lethal effects. ' · · 

'· .. ' 

Please see prepared tesdmony of Mr. Stephen. Perry, New HaDJ.pshire 
Fish and Game Department attached hereto and referred ·to as 
Attachment f15. 

With that I'll end my testiihony and take any questions. 

Senator Bob OdelL D. 8: Thank you very much for your testimony. 
Any questions? . Seeing none, thank you very much for being here. 111 
call on Richard Smith, New Ha,mpshire Bass Federation . 

.. 

Mr._ Richard D. Smith, New Hampshire ·Bass Federation: 
be mercifully brief. (Laughter). 

I'm going to 

Senator Bob Odell. D. 8: . You'd be eternally (laughter) (inaudible). 
Come back often. (Laughter). 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Staying longer, say less. 

Mr. Smith: For the record though I do have to say my name is Richard 
Smith, citizen of New Hampshire. I live in the village of Hancock. I'm 
het;"e representing New Hampshire Bass Federation. I'm here as a non-
paid director of conservation. · .. · ';' · · 

. . . . . ~ . . ~ 

rm here becau~e our favorit'tY fish is very much involved .. (Laughter). 
We're often at the top of the food chain. 
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Nobody disputes 'that we need to do something, and we're counting on 
your wisdom, all you Senators. We ... as much as we respect that 
wisdom, we realize that you can't be scientists and engineers in a very 
short period of time. I appreciate the fact that this is really been 
thoroughly (inaudible) over two years. With a lot of expert testimony of 
engineers, scientists, the whole works, we feel this bill as written is 
reasonable. And we like the fact that there are, in fact incentives h~re to 
start the process which I think is valid. ·'. · · · 

So, we just want to be on record and let :You know that. I' end. with ·a. 
little quote from Chief Seattle, it's attributed to Chief Seattle and that is 
that, "You did not weave the web· of life~t we're merely. a strand. And 
whatever we do to the web, we do. to ourselVes." 

Thank you very much. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much. Any questions other 
than the best fishing questions? (Laughter). Senator Letourneau has an 
interest in that! 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: 
fish, but you don't eat them. 

Just a comment. Your favorite 

Mr. Smith: No we don't. We pretty much catch and release the best 
fishing community. However, we feel a familY should be able to come to 
New Hampshire, vacation, catch fish and ~njoy a meal without having to 
worry about it. We'd love to see the day when we no longer have fish 
consumption advisories to the great State of New Hampshire. 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau. D. 19: Thank you very much. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much. 

Mr. Smith: You're welcome. 

Please see prepared testimony of Mr. Richard Smith, New Hampshire 
Bass Federation attached hereto ·and referred to as.Attachment #16. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I'll ... this is going to be a little risky for me, 
but I'm going to say that "Dorsaka Porrins" from Concord has signed in, 
in favor of the bill, but does not wish to speak. An<:I then, Kay Tattersale 
(?) has signed in, in favor of the bill, but does not wish to speak. Jason 
Stock from the New Hampshire Timberland Owners A~;sociation signed 
in, in favor, but does not wish to speak. David Micciche from Amherst 
signed in, in opposition, but does not wis·h to speak. William Klapproth 
signed in, in favor, but does not wish to speak. Ann Ross of the Office of 
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Consurner· Advol:::ate: signed ifi, in favor, but does not wish to speak. 
Linda Ra'llter has spoken· : .. hf.l:s signed in on her own behalf and then it 
says; ~<>.vith strdigthening of :f!mendrnent," and does not wish to speak. 
Jane Doherty .: from th~ · ~~i.virorimental · Resp()nsibility Committee, 
Episcopal Diocese, ari.d some dtherthings, can't read all the words. 

' ·.,, . ..., : . 
, .. ,1. 

Senator Robert\]. Letourheati/0. 19: 
right? . . '·. 

wash 't enough :paper for you, 

Seriat0t Bob Odell, D. 8: 
afterno'on. Welc'omeJ · 

Y.da:h, I know· we need a bigger block. Good 

::. ·, . 

Jane Doherty, Environment&ll .Responsibility Committee, Episcopal 
Diocese: Good afternoon Mi< Chairman and the rest of the Committee. 
I will ·be very brief becaus·e I am representing what we ·call · the 
Environmental Responsibility Committee of the Episcopal Diocese of New 
Hampshire. And I am in,we .. ·are ~11 very much in favor of the· bill and I 
also was involved and testifiet'i last year, and this. bill is so much better 
that it's incredible actually.~,. Many good things have been said this 
afternoon that, if they haven;f been said, we have to say it. But l want to 
make the point 'that you,:sencl'tor Odell, I do·notwant to see this bill go 
down. Our Ccirrmiittee does 'l:wt want to see the. bill go down. And so 
much· good work has been dony. We could fine tune it, but we haven't 
got' ... vve don't know·what will.happen ifwetry tdfine tune it. You know 
more 'about the:poUt'ics than 'l do, but I've heard it may disappear if we 
fine tune it. · ·And there are already many good aspects and there are 
some accountability amendments added by the House to which are very 
good, you know, to ask Public Service to report back. 

Now there are several things I want to add. And this is ... it was referred 
to, but you didn't see a copy. It's too bad we don't all have a copy, 
"Mercury Connections," it comes from BioDiversity Research Institute 
and it is a compilation of seventeen scientific articles on mercury in the 
environment in the north.easten1 United States. And, some of the facts 
you heard are in here, but what I wanted to point out is something that 
didn't come up, exactly. This is under, on page 19, and it says, "What is 
a hot spot and how is it measured?" I won't go hi to all of that, but the 
scientist measured the concenlration of mercury in fish, loons, bald 
eagles, mink and.river otter and then,generated a, map of the hot spots in 
the northeastern United States. Most of them did not ·show any lead to a 
particular source. When refet~nce to your worry about where it's coming 
from,· however this is here in black and white. If you want, you can have 
somebody Xerox it for you. :''the two exceptions are the biological hot 
spots near large point sourc~·s in southeastern New Hampshire and a 
defunct chlorine factory in 0'1-ington, Maine. And the· researchers, the 
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reference for the research is given for both those· reports. So· that's 
something I wanted you to know. 

So being downwind in the southeastern part has been scientifically 
established that it's related to the Bow F:~ant· Another thing that's in 
here is that they're now finding mercury in inseCt eating forest birds; So 
the influence of mercury in the wildlife .is going far beyond what we 
expected. So that's another important thirlg. · 

Now my last point is just a funny one, but not so funny. We did have 
somebody who objected to the time lines a'nd gave ·a lot- of construction 
experience. Unfortunately for him, :my daughter lived next to the big dig. 
(Laughter.) · · '' · · · 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: 
(Laughter.) 

I was going to bring it up. 

Ms. Doherty: I would never in my life, if I were a professional engineer 
mention the central artery (laughter) because it certainly wasn't timely 
nor did it even work. 

Senatbr Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: There's just a few cost overruns. 

Ms. Doherty: That's all I wanted to say .. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Well, thank you Ms. DohertY for being here. 
Any questions? If not, thank you very much. 

Ms. Doherty: You're welcome. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And I'll call Pam Kelly from New Hampshire 
Faithful Democracy. 

Pam Kelly, New Hampshire Faithful Democracy, New Hampshire and 
Vermont Districts, Unitarian Universalist Social Responsibility: Can I 
seed my time to Catherine Corkery? Right now, because what I have to 
say is very short. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Go ahead and ~ay it. 

Ms. Kelly: All right. I'm from New Hampshire Faithful Democracy. It's 
the network of Unitarian Universalist Churches bound together. I have a 
written testimony I can give you. 

Please see written testimony of Pam Kelly, New Hampshire Faithful 
Democracy attached hereto and referred to as attachment # 17. 
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But I noticed that you all, all men, may not be as awareas women of how 
to save money. I mean we arejust shopper experts is whatl want to say. 
So I'venoticed that you're lik_e not paying to much attention. But the 
irnpb.ftant thing-1 want you to··know ... · 

Sena~or Bob Odell, D. 8: LetmeJust back up a little bit. 

Ms. Kelly: Okay. (Laughter.) 
. . !f 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: . Noll just want tb make a comment. 

Ms. Keily:· Umhm. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I was in a Committee meeting the other day 
and things got out of hand with comments like that. 

Ms.Kelty: Okay. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Understand that there are several Committee 
meetings going on parallel to this. 

Ms. Kelly: Yes. 

Senator Bob Odell. b. 8: l\Jf9st'ofus started anywhere from ·7:30 a.m. 
to 8:00 a.in: this morning. . l. 

Ms. Kelly: My apologies. 

S~nator Bob Odell, D .. 8: I want you to know that people here work 
very, very hard. They're all volunteers. They try to do the best job. 

Ms. Kelly: Yes sir. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: So when we don't look as if we're attentive, 
please know we're professionals that are learning ~hile we're doing many 
monthly tasks, so I ... 

Ms. Kelly: . Okay. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: l caution.·, 

Ms. Kelly: I'm just teasing you really. I think the message that h;::t~ 
been brought forward is that JIC could save money here. We could save 
mo11ey if we gel it done earlY, because construction costs are less, we 
could s·ave money becaus·e w~.~re not paying those sulfur dioxide trading 
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costs of up to twent:j or thirty million a year. So if we're interested in 
supporting the ratepayers, this might ·really be something to pay 
attention to. 

And from the Unitarian Universalist point of view, as people,of faith; :we 
have seven principles, one of which is to affirm and promote respect for 
the interdependent web of existence of which we're a part ~d this would 
hnprove our ability to meet those expect8'.tions because _the faster they 
clean up the better. And mercury. if we tty ttading mv.rcufi, we'te -not 
actually benefiting the state, we're undermining our ability to clean up 
the mercury waste. ;:.-: · - · ·, · · ,. 

So we urge you to represent the peopl{';of New 'Hampshire', n·o~t ·':Just 
institutional interests, but we urge you to vote your conscious for the 
long time interests of us all. We're all a part of this interdependent web. 
We're linked into a global community through thin life supports to the 
blue planet of which we're a part. We ask you to think beyond the 
quarterlies, to the quarter centuries and protect our health, our air and 
water, which is the real long-term interest bearing account with 
compounding interest that we'll benefit from in the long run. 

So we ask you to look at your conscious and vote your conscious and we 
really do appreciate your work, your long term work, your hard work over 
a long period of time and over a long day. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you for your comments. Senator 
Burling? 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: I'd like to simply make a comment. I've 
been a minority member of this legislature for sixteen years. l've been in 
public life as a democrat for thirty years. 

Ms. Kelly: Yes sir. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: 
exhort us to do. 

Ms. Kelly: Umhm. 

I've been trying to do exactly what you 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: And every day of my public life, 
sometimes I have to accept less than everything I want. 

Ms. Kelly: Umhm. 

Senator Peter H. Burling. D. 5: Iri order to get anything of value. 
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Ms. Kelly: Umhm. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5;. This is one of those times. And the fact 
that' we are all' of th.e masc~line persuasion up here . is an accident of 
ComJnittee assig:t;1rnent, · not ~·a · cabal or consortium to suppress the 
interests of w<;>men in the environment. I really am profoundly upset by 
what ·you said. ;/ . 

Ms. Kelly: All right. I'm sorry about that. 
·. ~ . ' ~ ~-·. . . 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: And I just want you to know that 
because I g9t up at 6:00 o'clock to come down here. 

. ' . . .· . - . ..:::. 

Ms. Kelly: Umhm. 

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5t As I do every morning. 
. -~ 

Ms. Kel!y:·. · Yes.sir.· 

s·enator Peter H. Burling, D. 5·::. Thank you· for your input; 

Ms. Kelly: Okay. Welli appreciate your ... 
. ' . 

Se'nator Bob Odell. D. 8: Aby questions? Seeing none, thank you very 
much. I'll call on Catherine Corkery. 

Catherine Corkery, New Hampshire Sierra Club: Thank you Mr. 
Chairman and Committee members. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon. 

Ms. Corkery: I appreciate your time to listen to all the testimony and I 
understand the time pressure you're under, and I ask .. . I won't read 
over my testimony because I know ... but I would like to point out a few, 
sort of highlights that we've heard from the testimony, namely, the ... 
Well,. firstly the inter-pollutant trading component of the bill. No other 
state has gone this route of .trading apples for oranges. The STA when 
the Clean Power Act was firs~ being debated, I was there and I heard the 
discussion of trading apples to oranges and how the intent of the bill was 
not to ·do that, but to inste~d keep our sulfur ·credits and our other 
credits as they a~e concerning. their own pollution. 

Pleat}~ .see p1;epared testimony of Ms. Catherine Corkery~ New 
Hampshire Sierra . Club ~ttached hereto and referred to as 
Attachment # 18. 
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This bill does exactly ... does not do that at all. It provides a mechanism 
where the utility is able to acquire mercury credits and switch them into 
sulfur credits without reducing sulfur. I'm going to emphasize that. 
They get credit for not reducing sulfur. . TJ:ey get a sulfur credit for. not 
reducing sulfur, that's· what I wanted to sity. Nobody in other states' are 
able to do that and as equating a pollutant that has· a method of 
mitigation, if a pollutant like mercury, [d neurotoxin,:. that' can harm 
women and children developmentally is ii' very dangerous thing to do. 
And it's v~ry radical; it's very controversial.: Arid no· other state has done 
that. I wanted to emphasize that. :· · · · .. 

,.,, 

Secondly, I understand the time pressures and I lmow> there's a lot of 
things that are going on here and there is an understandable reason to 
get this bill in now, but there's also an obligation t6 ratepayers to make 
sure that at the end of the day all the ideas get a fair shake. And that 
there is a guarantee to the ratepayers that this is the cheapest way to 
accomplish acceptable environmental standards with acceptable 
ratepayer costs. This bill that started in October of 2005, this ... the 
writing of this bill has not seen an economic analysis from someone 
outside, from a third party. And, I'm not sure if this Senate wants to 
carry on that sort of responsibility. And having that said, I do want to 
agree that I want a bill passed. I do not want to derail this bill. This is a 
good start and the Senate and the House ,have a discussion when a bill 
goes into the committees and I appreciate that hard work that you have 
to do 'in order to have that discussion, but it is also that it has a 
potentially huge impact on ratepayers and the environment, and I ask for 
your caution. 

And lastly, I notice that you Chairman were looking at this last page, it 
includes all the different states that have and are dealing with a mercury 
reduction program; some that are legislative, some are rulemaking and 
some are ... one is a Governor's Executive Order, that's it. Thank you. 

Please see "NH Clean Power Coalition" and "States Tackling Mercury 
Pollution From Coal-Burning Power Pla~ts, "· submitted by Catherine 
Corkery, New Hampshire Sierra Club attached hereto and referred to 
as Attachment #19. · 

And, you'll see they have five year time lines that are involved with the 
mercury. Some of them are associated with the output of energy, other 
ones are associated with the control and I think Georgia .did a really good 
job at describing the difference betwqen reduci!').g emissions and 
controlling. That's a real different sort of. way to look. at things. And I 
just hope that you get some time to look at that, and with that I will end 
my testimony and take any questions. 
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senator' Bob Odell, D. s: · 
Senator Letourneau? 

"'Phank you very much for your comments. 

Senator RoBert j, Le'tournealli' D. 19: Thank you. -. -~· . ;' ::·[--' 

Ms. Cdrkery: 'You're welcome; 
·, .. . .. " .. _.-;· 

Se11.ator Robert ,J. Letourneau:: D. 19r Were you herewhen Chairman 
Ro'ss from · the •'' House spoke ·and wheh the gentleman from New 
Hampshire Audubon spoke? .· · 

. : ; . : . ' f. .. .. 
Ms.''Corkery: rwas·,. ·.; 

Senator Robert J. Letourneau;;· D. 19: They talked about this almost 
year long process that they've gone through. Did you folks have a seat at 
that fable?'· · · ;/' · 

Ms. Corkery: · The·language:; well there were Committee hearings and 
work sessions throughout the summer and we. attended.· those. There 
was limited access outside of;'the Committee room itself. W~ did attend 
some' ni:eetings; but we were·.iri.foJ."med rather than invited to negotiate in 
the negotiations. · · 

I .·• 

Senator.Robert' J. Letourneau~ D. 19: Thank you: One last question. 
The Audubon Society provided us. with a similar breakdown of some of 
the states :that f1ave brought. ib. Mercury and sulfur emission reductions, 
and they also included the caveats that were inclu9-ed in those. So while 
some of those may be shorter time frames, if they can't make the 
standards they're given a pass:with a waiver. 

Ms. Corkery: Sure, and in fact a comment to that. You're also talking 
about states that have more ·than one power plant that's being fitted. 
Pennsylvania, for instance, has thirty-five different power plants. Illinois, 
I'm not eveh sure how many power plants Illinois has, but when you're 
talking about these different caveats, they're· dea1ing with a state-wide 
cap in some cases, not a plant-by-plant 'case. Here we're also dealing 
with a state-wide cap. But with those allowances they are ti:lking a larger 
group of p~wer plants into corysideration. 

Senator Robert ~J. Letourneau, D. 19: Some of which already 
(inaudible). · ... 

Ms. Corkery:: · Right, the Massachusetts one. Some of them already 
have ... and actually to PSNH;!s credit, they're half way there. They have 
the SCR the PS ... I forget what it's called ... all this equipment. This is 
like the last step. The last step to make it a very clean power plant. 
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Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you. 

Ms. Corkery: You're welcome. 

Senator, Bob Odell, D. 8: 
you for your testimony. 

Any other questions? · Seeing none, tqtmk _ 

Ms. Corkery: You're welcome. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And for being here. 111 call on Beth D'Ovidi,d? 

Beth D'Ovidio, Ame'rican Lung -AssoCiation of New Hampshire: 
D'Ovidio. Very good. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: D'Ovidio. Practicing. Good afternoon. 

Ms. D'Ovidio: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Senators. For the 
record my name is Beth D'Ovidio. I'm representing the American Lung 
Association of New Hampshire and I do have a letter to, copies to give to 
each o[you. 

Please see prepared testimony of Daniel Fortin, President and CEO 
of the American Lung Association of New Hampshire, submitted by 
Beth ]J'Oyidio, American Lung Association of New Hampshire 
attach.¢d hereto and referred to as Attachment #20. 

Earlier on ih the day, we have heard some testimony about asthma in the 
state and we felt that we would be remised to our mission if we did not 
let you know of our support of this legislation as it is written. I'll try to 
be very brief. 

We know that the scrubber technology is reputed to result in the 
decrease of at least ninety percent of the sulfur dioxide emissions caused 
by power plants. 

And the major health impact of sulfur dioxide is on population groups 
especially susceptible to the pollutant's effects because of pre-existing 
conditions, especial(y asthma. And our ~ission is to assist those living 
with lung disease to breath easier and breath longer and we feel that the 
passing of this bill will assist in that. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you verY,.:much. 

Ms. D'Ovidio: Thank you very much. 

'_, 
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any questions? If not~ thank you. . . 

Ms.· D'Ovidio: · Thank you. 

Seilator Bob Odell, D. 8: :''Elizabeth Skipper signed in on behalf of 
herself,· supports with tecoml!nendati'ons to strengthen it, but does not 
wish tO: speak. Anne Arsenauit signed in, in favor of the bill but does not 
wish to· speak.· John Tuthilli 1signed in, in favor and wishes to speak, 
fav6ts the ameridm·ent to strengthen. I think I don't see John, okay. 
Michael Giaimo to speak in favor. · 

••• ·• . • :. ' !-

MiChael S. Giairti<L~usiness £\.ind Industry Association of New Hampshire 
(BlAl: Good afternoon. · · · 

Senator Bob Odell, D. ~: Good afternoon. 

Mr. Giaimo: Michael Giaimo I'm with the Business and Industry 
Association and they are ~;. ih my ·employment there I'm Vice President 
for Energy arid EnvironmentaliAffairs;' · 

' 

BIA appreciates the opportunity to lend our support to HB 1673. I 
certainly will he as brief as possiole. . First and foremost, the BIA 
supported HB 284 four years'~go. Th~· bilf thati'rri referrigg tois; 11The 
New Hampshire. 4 Pollutant Bill." ·This legislatio:t'l.J HB · 1673 brings 
fulfillment to that legislatioh; · artd for So~,· NOx,fco2 and mercury 
legislation. So it brings a ... it makes a bill that's a theory, a reality. It 
will significantly minimize sulfur and mercury pollution. It does so with 
minimal rate impacts. It is areasonable piece oflegislation withrealistic 
and achievable time limits and pollution limits. 

In conclusion, HB 1673 is a cost~effective and maybe the most cost
effective way of controlling plant emissions. So with that I'd be happy to 
take any questions. I have written testimony. I'll submit it to the clerk 
and pass them around. · 

Senator Bob Odell. D. 8: Please. 

Please see .prepared testimo.ny of, Michael· s.· Giaimo,_ Esquire, Vice 
President; Energy and Environmental Affairs, Business and Industry 
Association attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #2L 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: :'>Thank you very much. Any questions? 
Seeing none, thank you very rr:~.uch for being here. 

Michael Giaimo, Esquire: Thank you. 
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Mr. Will Abbott was here to speak in behalf ... 
and I don't see Will ... 

Unidentified Speaker: I think. he left. 

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Okay. And w~:~·have Paul Do~cher has signed 
in, in favor of the bill representing New:. Hampshire Council of Trout 
Unlimited, but does not wish speak. And!Ywith that, we have concluded 
our Public Hearing and I'll close that hearing on HB 167;3~ , 

. Hearing concluded at 6:00p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~£ak 
Senate Secretary 
September 19, 2006 
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